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I, Introdttctlon
The stopping power of a material Is defined as the spnce-rate of
loss of energy suffered by a particle of nuclear or atomic dimensions
in its i>assage through the material. Since the time of Thomson and
Rutherford the subject has been investigated both theoretically and
experimentally in its many ccciplexitiee, and it early provided a
source of tests of atonic structure and mechanics. In recent years
the interest of theoretical nuclear physicists in the various facets
of the subject has waned, since it is largely a property of the esrtra-
nuclear part of the atom. Nevertheless the subject Is still a vital
one in the experimental and applied side of nuclear physics. The
need for good stopping power formulas and/or data for all types of
nuclear particles, over the whole range of energies, and through all
types of matter is almost too obvious to mention - e.g., in cosmic
pay studies, range determinations, shielding requirements, and so on.
Unfortunately for those who need this information, stopping
power formulas provided by theoreticians are in most cases unable to
give accurate predictions without the use of semi-empirical constants
adjusted to conform to previous experiment. This is due to the
physical and mathematical complexities of the subject. By this date
theory and experiment are sufficiently advanced that for heavy par-
ticles, such as protons or alpha particles, the stopping power can
be predicted with accuracy for most types of matter usually encountered,
provided the energy of the particles exceeds a few million electron-
volts. However if one pasties to the energy region lower than this, the
predictions became less accurate and even enpiricel adjustments are

difficult. In such regions experimental data must largely be relied
on at present. Such data are still far from complete, oven for
stopping by basic elements.
For direct measurement of stopping power ?/ithin this energy
region the Van de Graaff generator is v^'ell suited, because of the
range of accelerating potentials available and because of its ability
to produce accelerated particles of precisely defined and accurately
measured energies. For this dissertation the writer has elected to
report on the experimental results of stopping power of various ele-
ments for protons from the Van de Graaff generator at the Ohio State
University, Specifically, measurements are herein reported of the
stopping pov/er for protons of the metals, copper and nickel, end of
the gases, nitrogen, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, The energy
range over which these measurements are taken is from 400 to 1200 kev.
Brief mention is made of the associated problem of "straggling"
in stopping power, or the mean square deviation in energy loss per
unit thickness of matter for individual protons. This phenomenon is
a result of the fact that slowing down of particles is accomplished
through random collisions with atons of the stopping medium and is
therefore subject to statistical variations. This factor is less
important than that of average stopping power, and both theoretically
and experimentally it has been studied less fxilly. Accurate analysis
of straggling is just as difficult in theory as analysis of stopping
power itself, and experimentally it is even more difficult, reauiring
generally a precision of measurement better than stopping power
measurement by an order of magnitude. The techniaue employed by the

writer for determination of stopping does make it possible to deter-
mine variations in same, under favorable experimental conditions. It
has been found possible to report stopping power straggling for the
metallic elements, copper and nickel, although precise accuracy Is
lacking. Such results are considered as a "by-product" of the major
investigation into stopping power itself.
A. Definitions and Units.
Stopping power has been defined above; and unless otherwise
specified or implied it refers to the average energy loss of a large
number of similar particles of the same energj'-, per unit length of •
path through the material traversed. It is dependent upon the type
of particle, the energy (or velocity) of the particle, and the stop-
ping medium. The concept of stopping power involves a continuous
change in particle energy, and yet a specified value of stopring
pop/er is valid only for a fixed value of particle energy. Ihis in-
dicates that stopping power must be recognized as a derivative,
- dE/di, itself a function of energy.
If the stop"ning medium is composed of a single element, one can
use the concept of atomic stopping pcw/er, defined as stopping power
divided by the number of atoms -^er unit cube of the stopping material.
(This is sometimes called the' "stopping cross-section" of the atom.)
It may be considered as the average contribution of each atom of the
elemental material toward slowing the incident particles. In symbols
It is designated as O^ -
'^("'Jj) •
Theoretical formulas have been derived in the Gaiossian (c.g.s.)
-3"

system of xinits, so that stopping power is given in ergs /cm. For
experimental work - both in determination and use of stopning DOwer -
energy changes are more usually expressed in electron-volts or
similar units, while thicknesses are conveniently expressed in mg/cm ,
Thus stopping power data from experiment is usually reported in units
of kev-cm /mg. The conversion factor between the two system of units
is easily seen to be:





/O z density of medium (g/cra^) .
For atomic stopping power the proper c.g.s. units are eorg-cir •
Experimental conventions make preferable the units ev-cm , 'ihe
conversion factor between the 1fcwo systems is obviously:
At. stopping power (erg-cm*^) 1,602 x 10"-^ x At, stopping
po\ver (ev-cnr) , (I-A-2)
The conversion factor from stopping power to atomic stopping
power in the c.g.s, system is:
(At, stopping povjer) = (Stopping po^^er)*™- / N
CgS CgD
— X (Stopping





where N is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter of stopping
material, and A Is the atomic weight of the stopping element.
From the above equations it is easily deduced that in experimen-
tal units the conversion factor from stOTroing power to ptomlc stor)T)ing

power is:
(At, stopning power) - ^ 3C (Stopping
^^- " 6.023X101'?
P^^^^^exp. ^^-^-*^
The concept of stopping power "straggling" is understood most
easily by visualizing a statistical distribution of relative fre-
quencies of stopping r-ov/er losses lor individual particles, under
identical conditions. If the standard deviation about the nean of
this distribution is designated as Jl , then SL bee cries the nean
square fluctuation
,
or the variance; and one best describes the
straggling by— { SL ) • (In finite increments we may consider
dz
straggling as £V^/ i^i. , v;hich is used rather than iT./i^x since,
ts we shall see later, the former is independent of thickness of
medium v^hile the latter is not.) This quantity may also be v/ritten,
as shovm by statistical theory (Hoel, 1947), as A [ (?:^) - (f )^j ,
where E in this expression indicates the energy of an individual
particle among a large population of similar articles incident on
the stopping medivm with the same energy.
The units for -£- (Jl ) are evidently ergs^/cm in the d.g.e.dx
systeri. In experimental work the units employed ar« kev^-cm /mg .
The conversion relation between the values of straggling as exr)ressed
in these tv;o systems is: -»
B. Reviev/ of Stopping Power Theory.
A cosuplete reviev; of stopping power theory v/ould be almost in-
,2

possible and certainly impractical far a report of this natvire. It
is necessary therefore to i)resent only a brief outline of the theory.
lUuch discussion can be eliminated by concentration only on those
aspects bearing on our particular problem. For example, relativity
considerations nay be ignored, since v;e are interested only in a
xrange of relocities well below that of light (r/c ^^ 1/30),
Furthermore, we need consider only the stopping of heavy particles
such as protons, and primarily by the medium or heavy elements.
In a broad sense there are two approaches to the problem, and
1
each will be smnmarized in turn. The first, exemplified by the
works of N, Bohr and his followers, is classical or senl-clpssical
in spirit. This is advantageous for ease of understanding, mathe-
matical simplicity, and flexibility in application to a wide variety
of conditions. The most rigorous formulation of the subject has been
achieved, however, by modern wave-mechanical methods, with their
mathematical ccanplexities. Such methods may be difficult to ap-
preciate intuitively, but they yield more accurate results in those
realms where the be sic assumptions are valid.
In presenting the simpler theory we shall follow primarily the
excellent treatment given by N, Bohr (1948).
1. Classical Fundamentals.
Let us consider the elastic collision between an incident
particle (number one) and a second jwrticle which is at rest in the
1
For the sake of clarity and brevity we are not following strictly a
historical, or chronological, scheme of presentation. All major
contributors to the theory however will be duly acknowledged where
their ideas best fit into this summary.
-4-

laboratory frame of reference, Figtire 1 shows the geometric rela-





"t velocity of particle 1, laboratory system, before collision;
V a vel, of center-of-mass, laboratory system, before collision;
-V vel. of particle 2, center-of-mass system, before collision;
c
v-v s vel, of particle 1, center-of-mass system, before collision;
c
9 • angle of deviation of each particle In the c.-m, system.
(For direct collision, the particles are always oppositely directed in
the center-of-mass system, so that each particle undergoes the sane
angular deviation in this system.)
Each particle behaves in the center-of-nass system as If it
rebounds elastically from the immovable center of mass without loss of
energy. Then,





T- s Tel, of particle 2, laboratory system, after collision,
= vbV
^c • (I-B-2)
We see that « farms the base of an Isosceles triangle with
Tertex angle 6 • Therefore
Tg s 2 v^ sin (e/2) . (I-B-3)





where m_ and itu are masses of the tv/o particles. 'Rius
Tj, s 2t ^1 sin (e/2) . (I-B-5)
Now In the collision particle 2 is given energy at the expense
of particle 1 (laboratory coordinates) . Let T be this energy trans-
ferred.
T -^ »2 ^2^ » (I-B-6)





, 2Jlo ^ sin2(0/2)
,
(I-B-7)
where bIq is the "reduced mass" and enuals itLim2/{ia^ + njg) •
The maximum transfer of energy occurs on direct collision, when
© equals 180° • Let T be this amount. Then
2 BU^
T^ - —^ v2 ; (I-B-8)
and
T = T„ 8ln2(«/2) . (I-B-9)
In
If the law of attraction or repulsion between the two particles

Is CoulOTibian, one nay derire the well known Rutherford scattering
fonnula:
/ Gl en \ »
(I-B-IO)da-
v/here
(i^)' '-* <«/^' *" •
do- = differential probability cross-section th^t the particle
Is scattered into solid angle, da> , measxired in the
center-of-raass coordinate system,
dco 3 total solid angle corresponding to scattering directions
between and 9 + d0
,
Bit sin de • 4 7r sin(0/2) • cos(0/2) • d© .
e, charge of the first particle,
e„ = charge of the second particle.
(I-B-11)
Substitution of the expression { I-B-11) into equation (I-B-10) gives:
Ho- = :-nr { \ - csc^(0/2) cos (0/2) d0
\2moT^/
From equation (I-B-7) we obtain by differentiation:
dT a T cos(0/2)'CSc(0/2) • dO
(I-B-12)
(I-B-13)










where D is the quantity within the parentheses.
We may use this eeeult to obtain stopping power relations in a
highly idealized case. Let ub suppose that an Incident ptirticle
undergoes a succession of energy-diminishing collisions in traTersing
a thin layer of matter in a direction normal to the layer.

Let
^ X r thicloiess of layer of matter;
N* = number of jwrticles per unit cube of the stopping
medium that absorbs the energy.
It Is necwraary to assume here that:
(a) The particles of the stopping medium are free particles at rest.
Interacting with the incident part, through the coulomb law of force
between charged x)article8.
(b) The energy transfer in an individual collision is small compared
with the total energy of the incident particle. This is true provided
T_ «
"I nu T^ , which according to equation (I-B-8) is true when
moS/mj^Big « ^ ,
(c) The meditm layer is very thin so that v is essentially constant
throughout the progress of the incident particle within the layer.
Assumption (b) indicates that manentum change of the Incident
particle is small in a single collision, which permits one to state
that the particle velocity is almost constant in direction as vrell as
in magnitude.
Now consider that we have made a series of hypothetical experi-
ments in which we were able to follow each particle in an incident
beam with common initial characteristics, and further that we could
obtain and tabulate the data for each collision each particle under-
goes with particles of the stopping material. Divide the possible
values of energy loss in a single collision into equal intervals,
with T. corresponding to the average energy for the i*" interval
and (T;^ being the probability that each collision will provide an

energy loss within the Interval characterized by T^. Since the
stopping process is a statistical process becaxise of the randomness
of location of jwrticles of the nedium in relation to the path of
socio incident particle, we cannot always get in different trials the
same nimber of collisions characterized by T. • Define
n. s number of collisions characterized by energy loss Tj
,
for the case of any one incident particle;
"l average number of collisions characterized by T. , for
the total population of Incident particles in the beam.
From the given definitions it Is evident that
w^ s N«-Zixcri . {I-B-15)
In a practical case the number of collisions is large and
individual "single shot probability" is small. In such cases the
probability distribution function for n. can be closely approximated
by a Poisson distribution formula (Hoel, 1947):
P(nj) r w^'^i e-^i / n^I , (I-B-16)
having mean value w as required and having standard deviation equal
to KwT .
Now if AE is the change in tnergy of a particular particle
when passing through the given layer of the medium,
-AE = :^ T^ a. . (I-B-17)
1 ^
*
The average value of energy loss is
-"aE r ^ T. w. ; (I-B-18)
i
and the mean square fluctuation is by definition
-H. = (z^e-ISe)^

Tj^ (n^ - w )«
« :^ T ^ ( /^ )2 = :^ t/ w^ . (I-B-19)
i ^ ^ 1 * ^
If we go over to Integrals and use eqtiatlon (I-B-15) we obtain:
I
max
AE = N»-2^x- J 1! 6a- , (1^-20)
min
and
It = N« iix- 4 T^ d<r- . (I-B-21)
2 I max
mln
Under the rather idealized conditions assvimed we can obtain a
formula for stopping pcv/er and the statistical variation thereof by
substituting equation (I-B-14) in equations (I-B-20) and (I-B-21),
In doing so we may make some assumptions based on the particular
physical situation we are studying:
(a) The primaiy type of particle in the medium responsible for
stopping effects is the atomic electron. Nuclear collisions do
contribute slightly to stopping power but such contribution is
usually small (as will be shown later for our particular case)
.
(b) The type of incident particle considered will be heavy, as our
vfork is concerned with protons.
As a result of these assumptions v/e may make certain modifica-
tions in our formulas. If we desifoiate the mass of the electron by
m
,
then we may replace m^ by m . Tlie reduced mass m is also
approximately equal to m , If we designate the charge of the electron
by e , then •_ beecmes ze and Og is simply e .

V/e see thst the criterion in sub-i>arsgraph (b) on page 10 is
quite valid.
If N is defined as the number of atons per unit volume of the
stopping medium, we may use it instead of N»
,
provided we also sum
over all electrons in the atcan. Thus N» is replaced by N and a
summation sl^ over s , v/here s is the Index for each electron
of the atom effective in the stopping phenomenon. If there is no
reason to separate the contributions of various atomic electrons, op
if their properties can be charocteri^ed by overall average values,
then K» can be replaced by N Z , where Z Is the. atomic number of
the element constituting the stopping medium.
We obtain then for stopping power:








provided (as is usual) T » T . , and T is the same for all
^
' max '^^ min * max
atomic electrons.
2, Stopping Power - Classical Formulation.
Inherent In the above analysis is the assumption thnt the electron
behaves as a free particle, v/hereas it is actually bound to the ntom.
Nevertheless under many circumstances this assumption may be nuite





Is greater than the "orbital velocltjr of the electrons,
(The classical aprjroach is essentially the same whether the electron
is considered as bound by elastic or Coulonb forces to the atom.) If
u is the orbital velocity of the s*^ electron, and I„ its loni-
s s
zation energy, then
I r' imu/ . (I-B-24)
s s
It is possible to divide the stopping power into two ports -
(a) that portion due to close collisions of the particle with atoms,
and (b) that portion due to raore distant collisions. These must be
considered separately,
(a) Close collisions are those for which T>I • If T » I ,
then for most close collisions, the ionization energy is so much
smaller than T that it may be disregarded. This makes reasonnble the
assumption that for close collisions the electron may be considered
as free. Under such circumstances it is clear that in a direct
collision, giving T , the electron is ejected v;lth a velocity
max
practically eqxial to 2v , so that
T = 2 m v^ (l-B-25)
Vie may note that our original assumption that v > u leads directly
s
to the conclusion that 2mv^» hau.„ , or T V^ I - thus
confirming this assumption.
T , for these collisions la of course I , Then enuation
mln s
(I-B-22) leads to
(b) For more distant collisions the energy transferred by classical

collisions would be sitialler than the ionization energy. Classical
models consider the electron as an oscillator (real odp vlrtxial)
which can absorb any amount of energy, hov/ever small, when set into
vibration by a sudden Impulse from a changing force field, such as
would be provided by a passing charged particle. The fact that v
is greater than u Indicates that the oscillator has moved from
its equilibrium position only slightly by the time the particle has
jMSsed, Thus the "restoring force" has not been mobilized to any
extent during the collision time. Once more therefore the electron
may be considered as undergoing a free collision, under a situation
however v^ich permits energy absorption v/ithout ejection from the
at<^«
The value of T used in this region of stop'5ing is obviously
max
the value of T . used in the previous cace; to wit, I •
min * ' 8
The value of T . cannot be zero, since this would give an in-
nin '
finite answer for stopr)ing power. It has been deemed necessary to
presume the existence of an "adiabatic limit" to the distance from
the atom to the particle path. It is presumed that if a particle
passes at a distance greater than this limit, the electric field is
applied and released so slowly that the electron is eased out of and
back into position without being left in an oscillatory (excited) state.
The duration of the impulse from the particle field is on the
order of d /v , where d is the adiabatic limit corresponding to8 S
the s"^^ electron. If this duration is less than l/cj„ , where o)
is the oscillatory frequency, then the impulse is faster than the
ability of the electron to absorb and return it in adiabatic fashion.

Thus we make
dg = /C4>8 • (I-B-27)
Then T^^^ will be the value of energy transfer for collisions at
this distance. It can be shosra that for such distant collisions be-
tween free particles (H. Bohr, 1948, Eq. 1.1.10):
\ • -^4^ • -^ . (I-B-28)
8




2 z2 fc^g^ (I-p.29)
rain j^^ \x V ^^1
Equation (I-B-22) leads to:
f- M] = D N ^ In JfiJU:! , (I-B-30)
L ^J ^ 8 2 «2 e* C*)/
The total stopping po\7er is given by adding the results of
equations (I-B-26) and (I-B-30):
- ^ = 2 D N ^ in -^JLl! , (I-B-51)
This is the classical formula proposed by N, Bohr (1913) . It
should be noted that the constant k has been introduced arbitrprily
into the formula. Insofar as the above considerations apT)ly the value
of k is unity. Bohr's more rigorous approach gave to k a value of
1.123 .
3. Elementary 'Quantum Considerations in Stopping Power .
Unfortunately Bohr's formula gave values which were not in very
good agreement with the experimental data on alpha particle sto-iping
which were available at that time. Early attempts to improve the
formula Virere unsuccessful.

The older quantiim theory of ntomic structure v.iiich Bohr developed
at atout this same time established that the boimd energy states of
the atomic electrons are discrete. This threw doubt upon the classical
oscillator concept v/hich permits the electron to absorb any emoant of
energy (within the restrictions of the adiabatic limit) and leads to
formula {I-B-30). Henderson {192J?a) suggested that only close , ion-
izing collisions should be considered, which led to a fommla eauiva-
lent to equation (I-B-26) for the canplete stopping power. This schenw
likewise failed for alpha perticles, but it is interesting to note that
it gives answers equal to just about one-half of the experimental
values (Fcwler, 1923).
v;ith our present conprehension of the limitations of clasnical
mechanics at atomic distances, it is not difficult to deduce wherein
formula (I-B-31) fails, V/e roust accept the quantum renuirement that
energy transfer in a collision must be at least as large as I for
s
the s*^ electron. (For simplicity, we disregard excitation possi-
bilitiesj Thus classical theory can be expected to hold only if
T , as given by eauation (I-B-29) , is greater than I , This
min B
criterion can be transformed by use of the relation
CJg '^ Ij t (I-B-32)
and the equation (I-B-24)-'-into the form
2
(l-B-33)
Now if we define as the velocity of the electron In the ground
state of the hydrogen atom, we know that
^ = o2/ Jf s 0.219 X 10^ cm/sec . (I-B-34)

By substitution in equation (I-b-33) and taking the square root, the
criterion becomes:
z V / V > V / u^ • {I-B-35)O B
Our original assumption was that V ;>u_ , so that all criteria for
applicability of the classical fonmila can be expressed as:
-7— > — ^ 1 . (l-B-36)
s
Bohr (1948) showed that this criterion is a little stricter than
necessary, and that correct results con be expected fron the clesnlcal
formula for values of z
'^r,/'^ down to about unity .
Unfortunately, with respect to protons or alpha ^articles, the
whole stopping pov/er theory herein derived falls v;hen z v /v is
appreciably greater than iinity, bec?)use the particles tend to lose
their charge by electron capture under such circumstances (Bohr, 1948;
also see Section 7, belo?/). Thus the failure of the classical
equation for such particles Is obvious.
For analysis of stopping power v;hen v >z v (or for protons
o
V >v ), we must once again divide the effect into tvio r>arts.
(a) Consider the s*" electron, for vrtilch equations (I-B-24) and
(I-B-32) are still valid. "Hils electron ca'^jr^t be Treciselv located,
but has a position v/hlch is smeared out over a distance having
• order of magnitude a , where
a^ = K / imig . (I-B-37)
a is fairly canparable to atonic dimensions. ?/e first consider the
contribution to stopiolng pov;er of thor.e collisions v.'here the minimum
approach distance of the incident particle is less than «_. which

means that this portion is comparable to part (a) of the classieal
approach.
For those fast electrons of the stopping material, in case of
which u ^ T , v;e note thatO
m u m T m^T *
B O
or a < >?C . where A Is the de Broglle wave-length of the reduced8
particle, ( /^equals A /2 7K
,
Just as }/[ equals h/S'TT ,)
Since in this discussion the apTXPoach distance is less than a , it
8
Is alv/ays less than /A. ; and we no longer have a well defined collision
in the classical sense. Such electrons therefore have little stopping
effect.
For electrons in the case of which v^u, (giving .^<i:; a ) we have8 8
a situation which still permits a classical aptjroach within certain
limits,
V?hen the incident particle penetrates the s electronic cloud
of the atcan (that is, roughly, within the distance a ) the colllslOB
may be a direct one, giving T « 2 m v^. However, many collisions
will not be quite direct. The least amount of energy able to be
transferred within this region is indicated by the uncertainty prin-
ciple. Since we are considering only those collisions irtiere aDrroach
is closer than a , our uncertainty in electron position cannot
exceed this amount. Then equation (I-B-37) indicates that uncertainty
In momentum cannot be less than m u • This In turn means that
uncertainty in energy is not less than j^ mUg (Si), Itus we can use
the classical formulas v;lth T ^ = ^s • ^^^® ®^® assured that 1L^ I« »

just es In part (a) of the purely classical approach.)
V/e thus obtain for stopping power in this region a fonmila which
Is the same as (1^-26):
Collisions in this category are called "free collisions" since
most of them provide energy transfers greatly exceeding the binding
energy of the electron, permitting it to be considered as free,
(b) For collision approach distance equal to a, , one can find the
energy transferred by a formula similar to equation (I-B-28)
:
„ 2 g^ e^ 1
*s m T*^ a^
2 {I-B-39)m -
obtained with the assistance of equations (I-B-24) and (I-B-37),
This indicates* that, for heavy particles with velocities well above v
,
T < I_ • Thus, if we take a classical point of view, few, if any,
eollislons where the particle passes outside the atom can ceuse
ionization. It is this fact v/hlch led to the difficulties of
Henderson (1922) previously mentioned, and such difficulties were
unresolved until modern waventaechanics established the poesibility
of energy transfer through the "resonance" process.
Previoiis to this, however, Fermi (1924) had espoused an idea which
was to be fruitful. Ho proi>osed that the perturbing force exerted
by the particle on the atom could be analyzed as a function of time
into Fourier components, and the effect of each component on the
atoms could be compared to the effect of electromagnetic radiation

of the same wave-length. This analogy between particle collision
theory and electrGnagnetic absorption theory laay not be valid for
close collisions, but for distant collisions where the particle
field is almost constant over the whole atom the analogy seems
promising, Even the Idea of the "adiabatic limit" can be carried
over, since at that remote distance the perturbing field no longer
contains oscillatory components of appreciable magnitude which can
effect any sort of resonance interaction with the atomic electrons.
It is well known today that the classical theory of electro-
magnetic absorption gives results almost the same as those obtained
by a strict qiiantum approach and confirmed by experiment (Ccmpton,
1919; for general discussion see Compton and Allison, 1935), One
may presume then that for distant collisions we may obtain a correct
result by continuing the classical approach. This gives us then,
frcm eauation (I-B-22):
T.
[i] a D-N ^1^ In
b 8 T
*8
D N -^ lnf_£\
2
, by equations (1^-28) and
(l-B-39); ^ o
r DN -^ In-^^JLl , (I-B-40)
8 '0
obtained with the use of equations (I-B-24) , (I-B-27) , (I-B-32), and
(l-B-37).
Collisions leading to this component of stopning pov;er are
Called "resonance collisions". Just as In the case for free collisions,
those electrons for irtiich ^g > ^re to be Ignored, as their con-

tribution according to the formula is quite email. In fact it can
be seen that the formula even provides a negative (and completely
unphysical) result when I^ > 2 unr^ .
In general, then, the formulation for total stopping power is
simply:
- i = 8 »-N :g: m-^ . (I-B-41)
being the sura of contributions given in equations (I-B-38) and
(I-B-40)
.
One refinement may be inserted here, for which we shall give
only a qualitative Justification. Hitherto the interaction of the
atomic electrons has been ignored, but because of the screening
effects of the electrons on one another they cannot be considered as
independent oscillators. It is proper to weight the contribution of
•ach electron by a factor f , called the "oscillator strength" ofB
the s^ electron. The value of each f„ is still on the order of
\mity, and it has been shown (Kuhn, 1925; Thomas, 1925; and many
others) that
:^ ffl = Z (I-B-42)
8
Thus we see that equation (I-B-41) is still approximately correct,
but more precise answers woxild be given by:
-^ r 2BN ^ t InliJ^
(I-B-43)
.
lirzLei. N ^ f, In 2mv£ ^
m v^ s ^8
Except for a slight modification of the term I^, this formula checks
with that found by Bethe (1930) , using n rather strict q\iantum-
mechanlcal approach, similar to that giveoa in the next section.

We should note here that ELoch (1933) tCT" another rigorous quantunw
mechanlcal approach obtained a general formula which contained
Bohr's classical eauation (I-B-31) and Bethefs equation (l-B-43) as
limiting cases, according to whether 2zt / la much greater or
much less than unity. (He retained the Qualification that > u
for all electrons.) As we have seen, the conditions we are interested
in are those which put us definitely in the quantum region of appli-
cability, so that the refinements of Bloch»s formula need not be
considered.
4. Strict Quantum-Mechanical DeriTation of Stopping Power Fonmila.
The derivation of stopping power formiila using quantum
mechanics nay use any of several different approaches. The one
outlined here is equivalent to that given by Bethe (1930, 1933),
The system to be considered consists of an atom and a moving
charged particle within a large cube of dimension L . The interaction
between the atom and the moving particle is to be considered as a time-
dependent perturbation. Before the interaction occurs, the particle
and atom are completely Independent, with the former having the
wave function for a free jjertlcle. Ibe wave-function for the initial
state of the system can be written therefore as:
^ «a ( y Po'R ) i^o^Ij^ ' (I-B-44)
where
Pq « the initial momentum of the "reduced" particle, with re-
spect to the center-of-mass of the sj'stem, = M t ;





R^ s the position vector of the particle, referred to the
atonic nucleus;
r. X the position rector of the J**^ electron, referred to
the atomic nucleus;
[p (r.) m the wave function of the unperturbed atom in its
ground state.
We will concern outselves with the probability of transition
of this system to a final state in which the atcm is left in e
certain state (excited) characterized by the subscript n (this
n*^ state of the atom nay be one in which the electrons are still
bound or may be in that continuum of states where one of the elec-
trons is emitted from the atcm) , and the particle is moving in
another direction with racanentum p , After the collision is
essentially cccipleted, the wave-function of the system is ego in
that of atom and free particle without further interaction:
^n "
-^ -22 (^P-R )• ^n(rj) (I-B-45)
Let us use the well known formula for first order transition pro-
babilities (Schlff, 1949, p. 193; Land*, 1951, p. 172) :
lAiere
W r the number of particles Der unit time scattered into a
differential element of solid an^le (to be precisely
described belov;) with final momentum p
,
presuming that
incident particles arrive at such a rate th^t the re-
quirement of one incident particle per cube of

dimension L Is neintalned;
/^ 8 the density of final energy states of the syston (since
the atcm is left in a definite energy state, the final
density of states of the system must be obtained by
consideration of density of states available to the
scattered particle having momentum p ; the density is
further curtailed by the fact that v;e must consider only
posnible directions of the final momentum vector con-
tained within the element of solid an^le specified in
the definition of W) ;
= J^o K* ^nH» s TJ« H» U dx . where the integration is carriedon ion » ^
out over all space coordinates of ell Drrtlcles in the
system.
To find y^ , we note that the number of momentum states avail-
able to a free particle definitely contained in r cube of dimension
L, with momentum within the increments dp , dp , and dp is
X y z
IZ fZ
(L A ) dp dp dp , Tills is equally applicable to any element in
X y z
momentum space, so that if vie ore interested in the number of states
of the particle with an absolute value of momentum between p and
3 2
p -^dp , the niiraber of momentum st?tes available Is (L/h) p dp
per unit solid angle. Our solid angle shall be restricted by con-
sidering only those collisions wherein the scattering anr'^le In the
center-of-inass system Is betv;ecn 6 and + d6 , so that the solid
angle is 2 Tf sin d© .
The number of energy states in the energy interval dE. is the
same es the nvunber of momentum states in the momentum Intervnl dp
,

provided the intervols corres'Dond, Thus
y^g dE^ = (LA)^ P^ dp {2Tr sin e • de) . (I-B-47)
T5ie relation bet^iyeen dE+ and dp can be obtained frcrni the expression
for totol final energy of the system:
p2
^t = -^ -^ K (a^^) J (l-B-48)2IS n
and
dE




^^l^l- P sin 9 d6 . (I-B-50)
h3
Substitution of equation (I-B-50) into equation (I-B-46) gives:
p sin e de Ih^jjI . (I-B-51)




Let us now define d ${©) as the differential acatterlng cross-
n
section v/lth angle between © and © + d0 , for one particle inci-
dent per second upon one square centimeter, and leaving the atom In
the n*^ excited state. This differs from V; in that vre now have
1/v particles per cubic centicieter whereas before we hed 1/L
particles per cubic centimeter. Then
d^(©) » (L^/v) vj . L^ v;
r l!ii£ . _L sin © d© IhJj,!^ . (I-B-52)
27r>f* Po ' '
This result is the same as that obtained thro\)gh use of the Born
approxination, to which this approach is enuivalent; and therefore for
for its validity it depends upon those criteria which make the Born
-^6 ~

approxijflatiou valid, (Gchiff , 1949)
Let VIS reduce H» . The perturbing portion of the Rpmiltonian
Is the interaction potentiol energy between the particle and the atom:
H« r z e^ (I-B-53)
31
The first tern in the bracket can be ne{jlected, as it gives a re.^ult
for elastic scattering (corresponding to what Bohr coll5 nuclear
scattering) wiiich may be ignored for protons or alpha prrticles
Insofar as it affects energy loss.
It can be shown (Bethe, 1930) that by integration ovpr the
space coordinates of the i)article, H» can be reduced to the
following form:
H« » .5-£ ^^}^ , f (I-B-54)
"on " ^r -r ZTS • ^n • J
where
^n ' -|^^(| (Po-£|-£j) ?, !f, dTj .
(I-B-55)
Substitution of the above expression into equation (I-B-52) gives:
Po
^^e) = ^JLIL.^ (.e2)^.p„.ain0 - de ^^ .
'
-• (I-B-56)
Define a flew/ parameter:
Figure 2

Frasii the figure we see that
q2 - p2 i- p^^ - 2 p p^ cos © . (I-B-57)
For a given p^ and p , q Is a function of © only. By dif-
ferentiation we can derive that:
sin © d© s SjlSL , (I-B-58)
P Po
Then (I-B-56) can be written:
q V
This expresGion can be xvritten more simply and in a form per-
initting easy ccmr)arlson viith the clasoicel approech given above, if
v;e let:
2
Q . l-go '2\ . ^
^ (I-B.60)
2 m 2 m
Introduction of Q In eouation (I-B-59) to replfce q as parameter gives:
He recognize this as being in correspondence with eouation
{I-B-14) obtained by strictly classicel means, provided ve relnte Q
to T and pi'ovided 6 1 is approximately unity for a one-electron
atcm. It is easily Bhoira that Q, , from its definition, is the energy
the secondary electron would receive from the collision provided it
was not bound to the atom.
To olDtein the total probability of a transition which lenves th6
atom in the n excited state, v/e must integrate over ell poef;lble
values of Q :
-^s^

_ Anal ,„ . ,2
Siin
Let \is define E as the energy of the atom In its ground state,
and remember that N eauals the number of atoms per cubic centimeter
of the stopDing material. The total energy lovs of the particle dot
atom (atotnic stOTjping power) is the average energy gain per otcm,
obtained by multiplying $ by (Ejj - E ) and then sumning (in-
cluding integrating In the continuum of energy states) over all
values of n available for excitation. If vie multiply by N, vre




For high values of energy transfer, the loniBation energy can
be ignored; and as v/e have previously Sf:en, Q s' T . 'Rien for
Q^^ we may use T "s 2 ra v^ , by equation (I-©-25), (This Is
not accurate for lew values of n since the binding energy of the
electron has too strong an influence to be ignored in such caBes,
Under normal circumstances these low levels give only a very minor
contribution to stopping nower, so that the ap'^roximetion for C
max
gives a negligible error overall.)
For Q , we cen easily derive on exDression from (I-B-60) :
min
Snin = -TS^Po-P^^^
- R.ShLZJaL . (i-B-64)
' m 4 E
Further development would be facilitated by reversal of the
-29-

order of sunmation and integration. As the eqiiatlon stonds this is
not possible since Qj-4„ is dependent on the particular value of
the quantxim number n . However let us split the integration into
two perts - wit)i the middle limit, Q , being independent of n «
The only other restriction on is that it be less than the
o
average ionization potential of the atomic electrons concerned in the
stopping.
Let us determine first of all the sto-^ping power formula,
considering hydrogen as the stopping medium. If Ry is defined as
the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom (13.6 ev) , we can use
Q. = (Ry)V 2mv2 . (I-B-65)
o
Then we obtain:
+ ^ (^n-V ^ e„ \. (t.B.66)
In the evaluation of the first integral, we c-nn use a theorem
proved by Bethe (1930), v;hich indicates that "^^ (R - E ) |£ I - Q
Evaluation of the second integral con be sim^^lified since and
o
. are both much less than Py . This indicates that Q is very
small; condequently ^ - £ is small and approximately perpendicular
to the path of the Incident particle. The situation becomes closely
equivalent to the case of energy absorption from electromagnetic v;aves.
In such cases the snuere of the matrix element C can be shown to
n
equal the optical oscillator strength for the transition from ground
-3^ ~

to n excited state of the atcan, Bethe (1930; 1933) luses this
simplifying fact and carries out a complete n\imerical solution for
the stopping paver of hydrogen. In doing so he uses the well known
wave functions for hydrogen - expresfied in •polar spherical coordinates
for the discrete levels, and in parabolic coardinstes for khoe« levels







[ -2£i - 0.098
. % J
.
4/r gg e*N ^ gmr^
. (I.B-67)
"This formula Is fairly accurate and is confirmed anproximetely
by experimental work (Fano, 1934) . It should be noted that in its
derivation it has been necessary to do the same thing as v;as done in
sub-sections 2 and 3 above - that is, to divide the stop^->ing effect
into two parts, that involving close collisions v/here the binding
energy of the electron is negligible, anri that involving distant
collisions where analogy to electromagnetic dispersion and absorption
theory is utilized.
For heavier elements the situation is a little more complex.
Bethe (1930) shoi/s that for each electron of the stopping m-^terial,
the above formula is valid, provided that the factor 1.103 Ry is
replaced by a term I* , v.'hich is somewhat larger than the ionization
s




4 tr z^ e^ N
dz my*5
_
4 TT 2^ e* N
electrcm, It must be weighted by Its oscillator stren^h.
The determination of I» is rather complex, as its precise value
depends upon a knowledge of the wave-functions for the atom concerned.
The fotrmula for complex atoms nay be stated as follows:
f_ InLiLZ^ , (I-B-68)
Z lni-2Jr , (I-B-69)
m v*' •'av
iriiere I , called the "average excitation energy," Is theoretically
av
defined by:
2 iJi I^ * '^1 'o 111 II • (I-B-70)
Formula (I-B-68) Is of course identical with (I-B-43) above, except
that I» is probably a little larger than Ig , the true Ionization
energy. In practice it is necessary to select empirically the value
of I _ or the values of one or more !• to make the foiroula agree with
experimental data.
5, Modifications to Theory for Slow Particles Through Heavy JTedia.
Most of the above theory was developed on the basis that the
charged particle_has a velocity faster than the "orbital velocity"
of each of the atomic electrons in the stopping medium. That the
criterion fails for protons having energies in the ref;lon we are
studying is easy to show. If we consider the velocity of an atomic
electron given by equation (I-B-24), then the energy of a proton
having the same velocity as an atomic electron of ionization energy
I is given by (M/m)I , The criterion for validity of the unmodl-
8 8
fled equation for stopping power becones:

E » (M/m)I for every electron of the atom, where E is the
actual proton energy.
EtDm tables of ionization energies (Siegbahn, 1931), it is easily
computed that the criterion fails:
For „N , R electrons, when E < 0,72 Mev;
For , K electrons, when E 2! 1.0 Mev;
8
For jQN©t K electrons, vrhen E < 1,6 Mev;
Fot A ,K electrons, when E < 5.8 Mev;
For
.^ , K and L electrons, when E < 0.35 Mev;
For goNl, K and L electrons, when E < 1.5 Mev;
For _-Kr, K, L, and M electrons, v/hen E ^ 0,48 Mev;36
For 54^0* Kf L, and M electrons, when E ^ 1.5 Kev,
What does one do if the criterion fails? One approximation
(Livingston and Bethe, 1937) involves the assumption that all elec-
trons for which E > (M/m) I are fully effective in stopping , and
the other electrons do not contribute at all. This means that






the summation being taken only over those electrons slower than the
incident particle, I is also different in such cases, since only
those outer electrons conforming to the criterion ere used in the
averaging.
This method gives a curve of proper shape but requires experimen-
tal values at various energies to 'provide precise accxiracy. Further-
more, unless I is readjusted accordingly, discontinuities are likely

to appear in the curve at the points where E = (M/ei)I- , since
Z* changes at these points.
Bohr (1948), who was less interested in precise results than
In general trends, evaded this difficulty. He recognized in his
analysis which led to the eouation called herein eouation (1-^-41)
that those electrons for v;hich u >t should be ignored. To
determine those electrons xvhich are effective in the stopping process,
he used a forntula based on the ThORias-Ferral statistical model of the
atom (Thomas, 1927; Fermi, 1928):
n(u ) s the number of electrons in the atom with velocity
smaller than u^ ;
-S zl/3 ^/^^ ^ (I-B-72)
Equation (I-B-41) Is modified by Integrating over dn(u_) Instead8
of Slimming over s :
.^ z 2DN| m -LiLif dn(u_) . (I-B-73)
)^
^-laug (= I3)
The upper limit is that value for v/hich the logarithm goes to zero.
Simplification and integration then gives:
-f = 8DN Zl/^(v/v,) >!
=
16 '^f g^ •^ N 7}-^ \ (l-P-74)
m V ' Io •/
Bohr states that the formula he uses for n(u ) , Is not very accurate
if Ug represents the velocity of the very outer or very Inner elec-
trons. Thus formula (I-B-74) may be expected to be most valid for
those particle velocities which are comiTorable to electron velocities
In the Intermediate shells.
Neufeld (1950) attempted to Improve Bohr's apT^roach so as to

provide answers more accurate than that given above. ne want back
to the basic forratilation wherein stopping effects are sejoratea into
two parts - the contribution from "free collisions" and that from
"resonance collisions". For the latter he used a more elaborpte
formula which had first been proposed by Fermi (1940), Itis formula
Is noteworthy since it provides positive contributions from every
electron, regardless of velocity. Furthermore it Is convergent if
all distant collisions are included, even out to a collision distance
of infinity. This obviates the need for the "adiabatic limit"
concept,
Neufeld's apt)roach is tedious and requires a separate set of
calculations for each type of stopping element, nis calculated
values for a few metals seem to be about 10^^ less then the best
experimental results available at the moment. The advantage of his
approach is that it renuires no previous experimental work to
determine the parameters.
Vie have reserved till last the discussion of a more exact
treatment of this problem, which v;as initiated by Livingston end
Bethe (1937). As a prelude to this contribution, it should be noted
that shortly after Bethe (1930) gave his stopping pOT';er formula, I-!:ott
(1931) and Henneberg (1933) showed that the Born method of treating
collision problems could be applied with validity to collisions of
heavy particles with heavy atoms having electronic velocities faster
than the particle velocity. This Is true for atoms of high atomic
number, since the perturbing potential of the Incident perticle Is
small compared to the binding potential for the fast, inner electrons.

(See also Mott and Massey, 1949.) This fact gives one faith in the
use of previously derived formulas even when the original criterion
that V > u is not completely adhered to.
Suppose one v;l3hes to obtain results which are valid for par-
ticle velocities down to the order of magnitude of the velocity of
the K-ehell electrons, or somewhat lower. An exact solution of the
contribution of the K electrons is obviously much better thon an
assumption requiring either fxill contribution or zero contribution
of the K electrons to the stopping effect. We may note that fairly
simple wave-functions are available for use here, since even in a
complex atom the innermost electrons obey wave-functions vrhich are
almost hydrogen-like. The formula used by Livingston and Bethe is
thus simply a modification of the equation used by Bethe to derive
the stopping power of hydrogen (equation 1-^-63):
where
^ _
E^ z j S' aE< I ^ • Isf •
(I-B-76)
In this formula one integrates Instead of summing over the
various energy chnngeo, since most of the discrete levels well below
the continuum can be considered as filled, ^e scale of the values
of energy and Q, are changed to put all calculations on a uniform
basis for different values of Z :
TT — "P




where Z r effective nuclear charge as felt by the K electrons,en
s Z - (Inner screening constant) (Sleter, 1930)
(I-B-78)










\f/ -^ Zeff^ -Ry
^ = -^^ = ^ i ; (i-B-80)
2eff ^y
(^ij^= £'2/4^ , (I-B.81)
whloh is actually the sane as eciuatlon (I-B-64).
•^ is the lower limit of E» , Inasmuch as we consider transitions
to the discrete levels as Impossible by reason of their bein?? filled.
Infinity is permitted as upper limit for 0,, since the computations
of the matrix element make the probabilities exceedingly small for
any contributions by values of Q, above 2mv^,
Livingston and Bethe have evaluated this formula for EL. by
numerical Integration. For © equal to 0,7
,
which is api^roximately
correct for values of Z frcm 6 to 13, they have plotted "By against
t) as argument, Bw can also be expressed as:
Bp.{ -e-r 0.7 ,^ ) = 1.81 In 3. 63 /J
- Cj^(^ ) . (I-B-82)^
where C^^ is a corrective term to the basic formula (i_b-68 or
I-B-69) which approaches zero as particle energy (or ^ ) increases.
Curves for C are also given by Livingston and Bethe,
It is easy to sha? that the factor 1,81 is approximately the sum





They have also given a curve for atomic etoioping pov^er of air for
protons, data from which is tabiilated in Table I, over the energy
range in which we are interested.
This formulation of E electron stopping po^'jer has been ex-
tended by Brown (1950) and i/alske (1952) to values of -e* higher
than 0.7 , which In effect extends the theory to heavier atoms.
They have made the computations and supplied graphical results for
B^l^.fl) and Cj^(-e-,^ ) .
It is pertinent to ask about the corrections required for
L, M, and higher electrons as the velocity of the incident particle
approaches their orbital velocities. This Is porticul^rly impor-
tant, as we have seen, for the heavier elements. The exact analysis
for stopping power of electrons in these shells is well nigh im-
possible to carry out because of the complexity and lack of knowledge
of the v;ave-functions at these shells,
Hlrschfelder and Magee (1948) generalized the foregoing;; method
to apply to shells higher than the K shall. They utilized the
original curves provided by Livingston and Bethe since those of
Bravn or walske were not available at that tine. In affect they
noted that the stopping number B , where
B = Z In ^ !?
"^
- C - (higher shell corrections),
^av ^ (I-B-83)
can be expressed as:
B r :^1^ q^ f^ b^ , (I-B-84)
where
q^ = number of electrons in the 1 shell;
^3S -

T. = effective oscillator strength of nn electron of the
i*^ shell;
t z the essential variable for the i*" shell, depending
upon ^ •
For the K shell it is seen from eouation {I-B-82) that
"k = ¥lr = 1^(3.63
-J)








^eff '^ • (I-B-87)
The generalization was made In the asriunptlon that, in form,
b is the same as b for 'ell values of i , It is only necessary
i K
to use a different value of I|» (the ionization energy without
external screening for the shell considered) in ccmputing the
argument with which to use the curves for B^ . For all but the
outer shell, the value of I»» was taken to be:
Z ^^^ .Ry
IV = -S^^g , (I-B-88)
with XL^ being the effective principal ouantum number of the i"^
shell
o
It is hardly necessary to point out that such a procedure is
approximate - primarily because of the marked deviation of the wave-
functions of the middle shells from a hydrogen-like character. Ilie
originators of this approach hoped to predict the trends rather
closely however; and the semi-erapirical character of Bethe»s original
formulation was retained by adjusting the value of I»» for the outer

Table I.
Semi-empirical Calciilations of Atomic Stopping power
Air - Livingston and Bethe (1937)
;\rgon- Hirschfelder and I.'agee (1948)
Xenon- Hirschfelder and Magee (1948)
E
(Mev)
o- (10"^ er-cm )
Air Argon Xenon
0.3 12.93 20.834 35.5828
0.4 10.63 17.601 30.6465
0.5 8.86 15.432 27.2376
0.6 7.70 13.833 24.7589
0.7 6.90 12.604 22.7846
0.8 6.30 11.610 21.1380
0.9 5.81 10.792 19.8589
1.0 5.45 10,108 18.7458
1.1 5.11 9.522 17.7874
1.2 4.80 9.011 16.9314
1.3 4.53 8.563 15.1795
1.4 4.29 8.160 15.5181
1.5 4.07 7.807 14.9227
-^o -

shell of electrons as necessary to conform to experimental values of
range in the media (gaseous) selected for study.
The studies of Hirschfelder and Magee ivere applied to two gases
of particular interest here - argon and xenon. The computed results
for atomic stopping power of these two gaseB for protons are tabu-
lated In Table I , over the range of energies in which we are interested,
6. Effect of the Physical and Chemical State o_f T'edie on ntOTToinq; ""ower.
In all of the theory presented previously the atom which absorbs
the energy has been considered to be in a free state, such as a
monatomic gas. Any sort of chemical combination or condensation of
the medium into a liquid or solid state might be expected to shift the
energy levels, at least of the electrons in the outer shells, and thus
affect the stopping poiver by changing the value of I , the average
excitation energy.
As far as chemical combination In gases is concerned, the effect,
if present, must be nuite small. If the atoms act independently, the
stopping power per molecule should be a simple sum of the atomic
stopping powers of the Individual atoms. This rule seems valid in
gases though not always In linuids and solids. (See the excellent
reviews of this aspect of stopping pov/er given by Oelger (19S7) and
Taylor (1952),) We are concerned with the stopping power of com-
pounds In tv;o respects. First, swae of the Impurities found In the
gases are compounded of mcare than one element; second, one of the
primary gases studied in this research (nitrogen) occurs in a diatomic
1
The relation betv/een range and stopi-)ing pov;er is easily seen to be

state.
Theory hints that tiore aprirecinble effects might be forth-
ccming if the stopping nediim is in a condensed state, because of
the influence of the many adjacent atoms on the outer electron energy
levels, Sone early experiments seenod to indicate o consistent
difference bet^veen the stopping of alpha particles by elenentel
solids and gases (Brings, 1927; Geiger, 1927). These seeming
differences were later shov/n to be due to experimental factors
(Livingston and Bethe, 1937), Experimental data - not entirely in
agreement among themselves - still accumulate however to indicate
that special effects may be jjresent in certain coses (Taylor, 1952),
Both theory and experiin,ent have shown n; rked effects in
condensed substances at relativistic velocities of incident pr-rtlcles,
but v/e are not interested in that energy region.
Theoreticians have given special attention to stopping by metals.
The outer electrons in metals are practically free and their behavior
is radically different from those electrons bound to individual atoms.
As early as 1933, von Weisacker (1933) derived a formula which strongly
related stopping pov;er to conductivity. His theory was shovra by
subsequent experiment (Gerritsen, 1946) to make incorrect predictions,
and Kramers (1947) proved theoretically that ST)ecial conduction
effects were practically cancelled by polarization effects. A, Bohr
(1948) and Pines (1952) published further estimates of small reduc-
tions in stopping power by free valence electrons for incident porticlns
of moderate velocity. These corrective factors are not large, however,
and for heavier elements v/herein the proportion of conduction elec-
- ^^-

trons is small the corrections predicted are nulte negligible.
This is confirmed experinentally by Heller and Tendain (1951), who
found that for Z i 13 no consistent differences between stopping
power of metals and seml-condttctors are found except the expected
ariations with atomic number. (Note should be nvpAe that such
results v/ere obtained only for particle velocities in excess of the
Telocity of 1 Mev protons.) The only experimental confirmation of
special effects due to conduction properties of metals is the work
of lladsen and Venkateswarlu (1940a) on stopping by beryllium for
protons in the energy region from 500 to 1500 kev. The effect is
expressed as an abnormally large value of I for beryllixm to be
av
used in the stopping pov/er equation,
A, Bohr further indicated possible polarization effects may
affect stopping power for condensed media even v/hen non-conducting,
Halpern and Hall (1948) also suggested the possibility that the more
loosely bound electrons in condensed media may have different oscil-
lator frequencies associated with them than they would have in the
gaseous state. The special effects predicted are still sminll except
In those cases where the outer electrons constitute a large pro-
portion of all electrons effective in stopping.
7. Captin'e and Loss of Electrons.
In 1922, Henderson (1922b) observed that a beam of aliaha p?:rticle8
contains a portion of sin^^.ly charged particles, which portion increases
with decreasing bean velocity. Since thnt time experiment end theory
have confirmed that for all charged particles there is a pronounced
tendency at low velocities for the particle to change Its charge by

captxare and loss of electrons. It is desirable to consider the
phenanenon briefly in respect to stopping power of protons, since
the stopping power theory presented above depends on the retention
of positive charge by the proton.
Theory (Bohr, 1948) has given an approximate answer to the
cross-section for capture of an electron by a proton, giving neutral
hydrogen; and also a formula is provided for the cross-section for
loss of this electron by the neutral hydrogen in flight. A proton
undergoes in its passage through matter a succession of neutralizing
and re-ionlzing events, so that the proportion of its flight which
occurs in the charged state may be obtained by taking the ratio of
cross-sections.





- the electron capture cross-section
(T" s the electron loss cross-section .
If crj » (T^ , then
y ^ ^/<ri . (I-E.91)
According to Bohr (1948),
^ = 4 7ra^^ 2^ Z^/^ (v /v)^ ; (I-r.-92)CO o
O- z TT a/ z~^ Z^^ (T^A) . {I-B-93)
Since z eouals unity,
y = 4 Z"^/^ (V^^^ • (I-B-94)
Q
Now In our experimental v/ork the lov;egt value of v Is 0,81 x 10
cm/sec (corresponding to an energy of 340 kev) , the lov/eefc value of Z

is 7, and the Talue of Is 0.P19 x 10^ cm/sec , so that y equals
o *
•'max
0,0031 . Thus y is so low and decreases so rapidly as particle
Velocity increases that we may ignore entirely the poe nihility of
electron capture,
A oonfirriTatory note should be added. T, Hall (see VJarshaw, 1949)
has found that exi)erimental results are in substantial agreement with
Bohr*s theory used above,
8« Straggling in Stopping power,
Bohr's equation for straggling in stopping power is given by
substituting equation (I-B-25) into eq\iation {I-B-23)
:
|j (jfl^) s 4'»r z2 e* N Z . (I-B-95)
Ifeis equation is valid for fast incident particles. For slower
jjarticles, such that sone atomic electrwis are no longer slow ccnpared
to the particle velocity, Bohr returns to the ThOTias-Ferxni model and
usee only those electrons slov/er than 2v • lliat is, Z is replaced
by Z», where
Z« r Z^/^ (2t/Tq)
,
(I-B-86)
as determined from equation (I-B-72).
"Livingston and Eethe (1937) outline an apnroach to this prob-
lem which i>arallels the analysis of Bohr, previously given, in much the
sane way that Bethe»s derivation of stopping power formula is analo-
gous to Bohr's classical approach. They obtain:
^if)
(I-B-97)
where Z» is defined as in equation (I-B-71); k Is a numerical

factor usxially eq\ial to about 4/3 ; Z is the nuraber of electrons
In the n shell; and !• is the average excitation energy of the
n*^ shell, as usual.
•mis fomnila is somewhat difficult to use, as the values of I»
can only be estimated. Furthermore the value of
^ „
given Is only
approximate and its true value is difficult to determine.
The extra factor in the bracket is the essential correction to
Bohr's fonnula, and actually seems to be not so much a true quantum
correction, as a term to to take into account the motion of the
orbital electrons. {The factor I* in the numerator is actually
only an apraroiimation for the kinetic energy of the electron.)
Bohr*s theory, it must be remembered, assumes that the electrons
are motionless before collision. Averaged over all particle-
electron collisions, this is apDroximately true, so that the stopping
power relfition is not affected by such an assumption; but energy
ttansfer variations in individual collision cases are enlarged be-
cause of this electron motion, so that the straggling is increased,
C. Review of Existing Experimental Data.
1. Stopping Power.
To review all experimental data v,hlch has ever been published
on stopping power woiild be very tedious and quite unnecessary. At
the opposite extreme, to list available experimental results only If
they cover precisely the same set of conditions anr^ materials vhich
we are studying would be rather simple - there is very little to date.
It Is profitable to take a middle course - to list not only that
data which may duplicate our oi'm, but also to list data in either one

of the following cntegorieB:
(a) stopping power for iirotons of the nsterials v;e are study-
ing in energy regions to either side of the regions we are
concerned with (400 - 1100 kev)
;
(b) stopping paver for protons of other elements, in the energy
region which coincides v;ith ours.
In this way we may synthesize our results v'ith others into the
overall stonping power scheme.
Table II.
Experimentally Determined Values of
































320 * tl t*
279 300 Mev prot. Bakker & SegrI, 1951
307 240 n n Mather & Segr*, 1951
375 70 ft ft Bloembergen « van
365 100 ff ft Heerden, 1951
293 2 n IT Liv. & pethe, 1937
390 * Mano, 1934
Alpha particles from naturr^l rnr'ioective elements (6 - 11 I'ev)
,
which corresponds to protons having velocities enuivnlent to
1.5 - 2.8 Mev of energy,
- ^7-

Let xiB first list all data available for energies higher than
the range studied herein. Iliis Is best summarized by indicating the
value of I found necessary to make Bethe»s formula ( equation I-B-69)
av
check with experiment (see Table II, above).
On the low energy side of the energy spectrum, some data is
available relating to the materials in v/hich we are interested. A
certain amount of work has been done by the "Kevatron" group at
Chicago. !?ilcox (1948) published results at low proton energies for
aluminum and gold, but his results have been superseded by better data.
Warshaw (1949) has published data for protons of energies trom 40 to
360 kev for aluminum, eopx>er, silver, and gold, H© extrapolated his
curves up to several Mev, where the theoretical formula of Bethe would
be expected to be valid.
Work for gases has been reported recently both from the Univer-
sity of Chicago and the California Institute of Technology. From the
latter Institution Dunbar, et al. (1952) have reported on stot^ping
power of some gases for Tjrotons of energies from P3 to 600 kev.
Additional data has been recently provided by this group of workers
irtiich means that most of the simple gases, including all those we
are reporting on herein, hove been covered for protons up to 600 kev
of energy. Their curves are reproduced in Figure 13, to show the
match with our data. V/eyl (1953) at Chicago has jrovided data for
stopping power of various light gases, including argon, for protons of
energies from 50 to 500 kev. His data is consistent with that from
Up-to-date information from the Cal.Tech. laboratory has been kindly
transmitted by Prof. V;. Whaling (personal copmunlcation) . This is
expected to be published later under authorship of Dunbar et al.

the California Infltitute of Technology and is therefore not plotted.
^
Stopping data providing a complete coverage of the particular
region of interest to us has been provided by only a fev workers,
Madsen and Venkateswarlu (1948a), being the first to employ the
experimental technique we employ with the Van de Graaff generator,
published results for beryllium stopping of protons v;ith energies
from 500 to 1500 kev. Using Bethe»s formula, and including the
correction term C , they found the data to be consistent v»ith a
K
Talue of I of 64± 5 er,
av
Using the same technique Huus and IJadsen (1949) obtained a
little data in this region for gold. Madsen has also recently sub-
mitted sane data for copper. His results for the latter element are
not consistent vn.th other experimental vjork, which is possibly due to
difficulties in obtaining foils of consistent thickness.
The greatest amount of work in this region is provided \>y
Eahn (1953) , v/ho has obtained curves for protons of energies from
400 kev to 2,0 I.:ev for beryllium, aluminum, copper, and gold.
Figure 12 contains his resiilts, v/hich agrees with the earlier data on
beryllium and gold mentioned above.
2. Sjiraggling.
Very little previous experimental work has been poablished on
straggling In stopping power In the energy region of interest to ua.
Tte reason is easily seen. Even the techniques for stop^^lng power
Detailed Information on the work at Chicap;©, as v;ell as other
information available to him, has been kindly provided by Pfof.
S. K. Allison (personal ccmrnunication)
.
2
V/e acknowledge appreciatively a personal communication from Dr.
Madsen, giving detailed information on all his v/ork to date.

determination in this energy region are somewhat crude, and errjerl-
mental variations sonet lines wide. It can be appoceciated that the
theoretically Talld deviations in stopping power can be easily masked
by the same factors which cause inaccuracies in stopping r>ower ex-
periments.
Ttie only experimental work published on straggling is by Msdsen
and Venkateswarlu (1948b), vrtio were able to analyze the results of
their stopping power data (1948a) to give struggling in ar'aition to
mean stopping power. Results are for beryllium, with proton energies
from 400 to 1200 kev. The results vtry vvidely, but seem on the average
to be in reasonable agreement with the theory of Bohr (1948), given
herein as equation (I-B-9f5) , The value of il/(Ax)^ was found to
average 8,99 kev-cm/mg* , with individual repclings ranging from 6.9
to 10.4 . In these units, the theoretical prediction is 8.3 .
-^-^ -

II. Basic Experimental Technique.
A« Basic Principle.
If a beam of monoenergetlc ivotons irapinges upon a target of
a certain material, a nuclesr reaction may be Induced which pro-
duces quanta or particles as a result. The investigation of proton-
gamna reactions requires the determination of the number of gemma
photons produced (and detected) per designated number of protons
incident on the target material. For a given target, such a figure,
which we may call the yield , is a function of the energy of the in-
cident proton. By varying the proton energy in small increments and
Bieesuring the yield at each step, one can accumulate data on yield
Terstifl proton energy. For many light isotopes as targets, a plot of
these results in the Van de Graaff energy region (a few himdred kev
up to several Hev) gives a type of curve which is low end slov.'ly
rising, on which is superposed a number of "resonance )^eaks" whose
height, width, and position in the energy spectrum, are characteristic
of the Isotope (s) involved.
Now if a given thickness of matter is interposed in the T»th of
the beam after it leaves the accelerator but before it hits the target,
the protons are slowed by amounts, the average of which is determined
by the average energy loss of the protons in the Interposed material,
lben to duplicate a "penk*' in a yield-versus-proton energy experiment,
the protons obviously must be ^Iven an initial energy greater th^n that
characteristic of the target material by just the amount of enerp:y loss
in the interposed material.

If, in such er experinent, one nefisvires proton energy before
the benm strikes the interposed stopping raeterial, a yield-enerc^
ctirve nay be constructed, called hereafter a shifted or displnced
epectmm. The peak-to-peak corresDondence v/ith the undevioted spectrum
Is easily established by inspection.
The undevioted peak energy values may be determined by eineri-
ments without stop"oing raedia interposed or, if already well estab-
lished, they may be determined from the literature. One then can
subtract the energy values for the corresponding peaks in the
deviated and undeviated spectrun to obtain energy loss ^y, in the
material. Dividing by the path length of the protons in the medium
gives AE/Ax . 'rhe theorem of mean value indicates that this vr lue,
which d'^-nends on the energy of the bean as it enters and rs it leaves
the nedium, is the same as the value of dE/dx for sone value 'of E
between the incident and exit beam energy. This mean v^lue of E is
not difficult to determine when Z^E is small comnare^ to E ,
It is found that the peaks in the displaced spectrum are brooder
than those in the basic, unshifted spectrum. This is caused by
individual proton variation, or stragglln/^, in stonning power, 'itiat
is, when deviations in energy loss are T)Ossible for individiial protons
passing through matter, then beams of average energy avipreciably
different from the proper displaced peak value will still contain
protons of the proper energy to excite the target atoms In the
resonance region.
The technique briefly outlinei^above was first used by Tr'dsen and
Venkatesvjarlu (1948a, b). A more detailed analysis is now presented,
- ^c2 -
























Figiire 3 is a Bhhematic diagram of the a-nnaratus for mefir.ure-
ment of stopping pw/er, with the voltages specified for a proton
fron the moment it leaves the accelerator section until it enters
the target nucleus to release a i^^<>on to be counted. In this
figure,
E s energy of a photon-producing proton as it leaves the
accelerator;
E- r energy of the photon-iiroducing -nroton rfter tnssinrr
through the analyzing field;
E r energy of the photon-producing proton ofter pas'^ing the
defining slit and as it enters the foil;
E s energy of the photon-producing nroton as it leaves the
foil and enters the gas snoce;
E. z energy of the photon-producing nroton as it lenver the4
gas space and enters the target material;
-.5-3 —

E_ ts energy of the photon-ptroducing proton as it enters the
5
nuelexis to produce the reaction,
T.'e note that if the gas chamber is eracuated, EU r E . •
In order to find the energy E^ of a Bamrtia-producirii? proton as
it comes from the accelerator, it is possible to start v;ith Eg and
successively add to it the energy losses suffered in all parts of the
system between E_ and E • Thus
ivhere
AEip r the energy change of the proton in passing through a
certain amount of the target material;
AE z the energy change of the proton in pesBing through
G
the gas;
AEp s the energy change of the jjroton in passing through
the foil;
AE « the energy change of the peoton in passing through the
defining slit, or as a result of the regulatory action
of the defining slit;
AEjy. r the energy change of the proton in passing through the
rnagnet, or as a result of any miscellaneous effect in
the system.
V7hat v/e are jwrticularly concerned with, however, are the
relationships araong the distributions in energy of the probability of
detecting a ganrna photon for each proton accepted from the accelerator.
These distribution functions depend not only upon proton energy, but
also upon the position in the apparatus where the energy is specified.

so that we conclude that there is a probability distribution for each
of the Tariables in equation (II-B-1).
The statistical variables of interest are the mean and the
Tariance (square of the standard deviation) of the distributions. For
thB mean value:
^O = ^5-^ i^l -^1^1 + fe("^l^kl^i I .J (n-B-2)
and for the variances, the following formula is valid (Hoel, 1947) :
O 5 T G S F M » UI-B-3)
where the subscripts refer to the same portion of the apperatus as
in equation (II-B-1). The precise values of sane of these statis-
tical variables v/ill be determined later, but others can be slrriplified
In such an obvious v;ay that we may conviently do so at this point.
V/e assume that the resonance peaks are so xvidely separated that
they do not interfere v;ith one another, and thus the statistical
analysis may be carried out on each peak alone, Furtheniore, the
frequency distribution is considered sufficiently symmetrical that the
raazimitm value can le taken as the mean value without appreciable error.
To simplify the notation let us assume, unless otherwise stated, thet
vhen we refer to energy henceforth, we mean the mean value of the
energy of the whole proton beam, without the necessity of placement of
a bar over the symbol,
Eq becomes the average beam energy from the accelerator giving
the resonance maximum, E_ is the value of proton energy as it enters
o
the target nucleus to give the resonance maximum, and we will therefore




protons in the target material, and Is therefore ir , where T is
the target thickness expressed es the average energy lose for
protons passing through the target. If we assume that the effect
on individual protons by the slit and the magnet ore as likely to be
in a positive as a negative direction (see discussion belov;) then
AEq and i^E,T are zero,
JIq is the standard deviation of the yield curve about the
resonance maximum point, and is determined frwi the experimental data;
whereas -ii-g is the standard deviation of the natural, or theoretical,
curve and will be called -i^
n^-t henceforth, -^'•q and -^^-p mersure
the straggling effect in energy loss In the gas and foil respectively.
The deviations cpused by the slit and magnet may be explained sonevhat:
(a) The slit Is of finite ividth, and the voltage regulation s.-ntem
of the Van de Graaff generator (Smith, 1952) is such as to keep the
pvoton beam betv/een the sides of the slit, TTien the maximum sv/ing
in beam voltage is on the order of the amount required to siving the
beam from one side of the slit to the other. If the value of average
beam voltae:e is measured vjith the bean centered in the slit, the
deviations are equally likely to be plus or minus,
(b) Vie may expect other miscellaneous variations of a presumed random
nature: Inhomogenelties in the mognetic field, variations in the
vertical and horizontal position of the principal axis of the focused
beam, slight variations in the electronagnetic field current, and
miscellaneous variations of a human or instrumental nature. These are
conveniently grouped together with the subscript « ,
Using the modifications given a^ove v/e can now re-write equations

(II-B-2) and (II-B-3). Let us first do so for an experimental
curve without any stopping media at all:
^o " ^nat-^ ^ ' (II-B-4)
Then we can I'.Tlte the eauatlons valid for experimental curves v/here
stopping media are Interposed In the beam. In doing so those values
which are the same for the corresponding peak without media inter-
posed are left uniirimed, values which are shifted are ijrlmed:
^o = ^nat +*r + I^^Ghl^^^l ' ^^^-^-^^
In the latter formula, JL signifies the sum of the variations In
energy loss through both foil end gas. In practice It will denote
only the variation for the foil, inasmuch as we have obtained no
results in cases v/here both gas and foil are used.
Subtracting equations (II-B-4) from (II-B-6), and (II-B-5) from
(II-B-7) gives the basic enuatlons which permit determination of








with gas and foil,





That the xarined and unprimed values at Slc^ and Ji., do not nlirays
^ I.I
cancel may be understood from the discussion in sections in.F.3 and 4.

III. Srperlnental Details and Preliminary Calculations.
The primclple of operation of the Van de Graaff type of
generator-acoelerator Is too vrell knovra to require any explanation
here. A description of the particular one at the Ohio state
University and its associated auxiliary eaulpment may be foxind
elsewhere (Grove, 1947; Cooper, 1949; Grove, 1950; Taylor, 1952;
Smith, 1952). C«rtaln inproveraents and modifications w§re
reoulred In order to fit the machine to the purpose of the present
research. They will be described in the sections immediately following,
A. Target-Faraday Cage ABsembly.
In order that the protons may be collected and counted, the
target on which the protons Impinge Is mounted on an assembly called
a "Faraday cage." This Is Instilated electrically from the rest of
the accelerator, so that the collected positive charge can drain to
ground throtigh an "integrator" v/hich measures this charge.
It was necessary to provide a mechanism for introducing a foil
Into the proton beem; also a gas-holding chamber was required with a
thin foil-covered window so that protons could be introduced to
traverse the gas. For this purpose a type of valve box was
modified to perform all the functions of target holder, Faraday cage,
gas holder, and foil retainer. This assembly Is depicted in Figure
4, and is almost self-explanatory.
The system may operate with the valve down for basic calibration
runs. If stopping power of a foil is to be investigated, the foil
This box was originally made after a type used on the Tiniverslty of
Wisconsin Van de Graaff generator ^tJie pattern for which was














































is attached (v;ith the use of clear glyptal) across the slit in the
alve, which is then raised into a vertical position. In this position
the system is aligned so that protons passing first through the beam
defining slit strike the foil at approximately the middle of the
Talve slit.
If stopping power of a gas is renuired, the foil across the
valve slit is made gas-tight by painting with glyptal around all the
foil edges. The system is placed on the vacuum system and the valve
is raised and clamped against the valve seat to gas-tightness. (I^e
valve may be manipulpted from the outside by a shaft through a I'Jilson
seal.) Gas may then be introduced to the desired preosure, and the
experiment performed. This technique interposes both a foil and the
gas in the path of the beam at the same time, so that in determining
the stopping power of the gas the energy loss in the foil must be
known and allowed fOT*.
B« Preliminary Measurements on Foils .
The foils used were of copper and nickel, of nominal thickness
betvjeen 0.03 mil and 0,1 mil. This ainounts to a surface density of
from 0,6 to 2 mg/cra^. This is somewhat thicker thon is usually used
for stopping power experiments; but in selecting such foils the
greatest traportance was placed on consistency in thickness - the
lack of which has often olagued experimenters v*io used thinner foils.
Furthermore certain fixed errors, such os that caused by carbon
accumulation on the foil, are less percentagevjise Mien thicker
foils are used. (See Section IV. A, below.)
The foils were obtained from the Chromiura Corporation of

America^ ?.'aterbury. Conn., who prepared then by electrolysis.^
They were guaranteed by the conpany to have an average thickness v;ith-
In lO^f. of the nominal thickness, and to have a spot-to-spot varinticn
In thickness of less than Sf^. The foils used were judiciously selec-
ted to obtain the best consistency possible; and a technioue was
developed to check thickness variations to v/ithin about 1^.
This technique depends on the range-straggling of alphn particles.
The apparatus is quite simple and is illustrated in Figiare 5. The
principle of operation is explained by following the procedure out-
lined below.
V/ith the foil removed, data is taken of counting rate as a
function of height of the movable platform from the fixed surface.
This gives a curve similar to c\irve (a), Figure 6. The steepness of
pise of the cuirve is determined by the range-strag^^ling of the aljAia
particles and is important in determination of the sensitivity of
measurement of the relative foil thickness. Now if the experiment
ia repeated with the foil interposed over the 1/32" hole, a curve of
similar shape, but displaced by amount A, is able to be determined.
This distance A is the air-equivalent of the foil for alpha
particle stopping.
If we set the apparatus at height H, to give an operating point
on a reasonably linear part of the steep portion of the curve, we may
then take readings with various portions of the foil positioned over
the hole. If the counting rate changes by amount Ac, then this
^ Information on khese foils was kindly provided by Itr. M. M. Stem-
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indicated a change in air-equlmrlent at £ih , Ihe value of Ah/A
indicates the fractional variation in thickness fron the original
spot to the new spot st\idied. If a large number of spots on the
foil are studied thxxa, we can determine the mean value of H by-
knowing the overall average counting rate. The statistical variation
in thickness is ensily computed as the average root-mean-snuare of
Ah/k • Such a variation corresponds to a counting variation
(fractinnal) of -Ae/C . To translate a counting percentage devia-
tion to a thickness percentage deviation, we obviously have to mul-
tiply the former by
Ffictor z I.^JSl - -_, C . (III-A-1)
A /^c A •{slope curve at opert»g ptT)
If a finite number of counts are taken at each point, the count-
ing rate is subject to a statistical variation due to the randomness
of the radioactive emission process. Such statistical variation must
be subtracted from the total variation to give the most rirobable
variation due to thickness variations In the foil, Fvirthernora the
statistical variation from the radioactive enisslon -orocesR r)lnceg
a practical limit on the accuracy of this technique.
Table IV (a) gives a set of sample data taken on one of the foil-^;
and Table IV (b) sunriarlzes the results of measurement on all the
foils.
V^e conclude from the data that the standard deviation of the
thickness measvired over spots 1/32" in diameter is about the order of
magnitude of the precision of the measuremonts. I'.'e estimate that we
can cite for all the foils a standard deviation of about 1.4^ as
meas\u:e of the spot-to-spot variation from the mean. Thus, if we

Table IV.
Spot-to-Spot Variations in Foil Thicknesses
Spot Size : 1/32 "
0,1 rail Copper Foil.Part (a) : Sample Data
Spot No, C ounts Sec. Cts./min, Ac (Ac)^
1 4096 828.5 297 - 1.4 1.96
2 It 770.3 319 --20.6 424.36
5 tf 800.0 307 4-8.6 73.96
4 IT 831.0 296 - 2.4 5.76
5 It 844.0 291 - 7.4 54.76
6 n 827.0 297 - 1.4 1.96
7 n 842.0 292 - 6.4 40,96
8 »» 853.0 288 -10.4 108.16
AT. = 298,4 711.88
Standard Deviation (small sample theory) 1/711.88
« 10.1 , or 3.4f^
Standard Deviation of Radioact. Decay Rate =
= l,56f,
4096
C B 298.4 Cts./min.
A a 3,0 turns
Slope = 100 Cts./turn




No, of Total Std. Net Stt, Conver- St*.
Foil Spots Std. Dev. of Dev. in sion Dev. of
reasured Dev. Radioac. Count .Rate Factor Thickn.
.05nil Ni-1 9 5.8f, 2.2?^ 5.49^, ,54 2.9f;
It 11 3.7 2.2 3,0 ,50 1.5
II 13 3.5 2.2 2,7 .53 1.4
.05Liil Nl-2 10 3.8 2.2 3.0 .48 1.4
•04mil Ni 5 3.5 Z,2 2.7 .67 1.8
n 9 2,9 2.2 1.9 .71 1.4
.03rail Ni 8 2.6 2.2 1.4 .83 1.2
,05nil Cu 5 1,3 1.7 - small
.1 mil Cu 8 3.4 1.6 3.0 ,37 1.1
-^^^

use average thickness for our computations, while the troton be^m
passes through the foil at a spot selected at random, a probable error
in stopping power revsults of about Vfn ttzAsts because of thickness
variation alone.
V7e can draw the above conclusion because the 1/32" spot size
used is about the sane as the diameter of the intense "core" of the
proton beam frcsn the Van de Graaff generator when it is well focused.
We cannot as easily make the same conclusions with regard to strag-
gling measTirements, since variations of thickness v/lthin a sln'^le
1/32" spot will increarie the stragglinr; without affect in^pr average
energy loss.
It is possible to make a hypothesis that the variations uslnf^ a
1/32" spot are due to more radical variations v/lthin the sriot of this
size which are not completely averaged out. This hypothesis is opposed
to the hypothesis that the variations are broad and slowly changing
in comparison to the 1/32" distance taken as a unit. These v/ere
tested by making a series of runs in one of the nickel foils with
successive spots btudied being contiguous and along a straight line.
The results v;ere aulte consistent with the h:'/pothesis that the varia-
tions in foil thickness were quite gradual, and highly Inconsistent
with the hypothesis of more rapid, stronger variations,
Tllis still does not obviate the possibility that very finely
spaced variations may exist which average out almost comT)lrtely over
a 1/32" spot. The possible existence of such variations therefore for
-6 -2
spot checks of size 10 to 10 centimeters must still be ndmitted.
Such variations may cause errors in the exTDcrlmental results on

stopping power straggling and are discussed in the section conoemed
with such errors (Section IV.D. 2).
The average thicknesses of the folia, measured in unite of mg/cMi2,
were determined by weighing them and mensviring their linear dimensions.
The weighing was accomtjlished by microbalance in the !:icroanalytlcal
Laboratory, Chemistry Department, Ohio State University, through
courtesy of Professor W. M. HacNevln. The measurement of the linear
dimensions was accomplished under a lov/ power microscope, and checked
by st9«l rule end reading glass. The foils were rectangular in shape,
as checked by assuring oneself of the eouality of the diagonal dimen-
sions, and therefore the area was taken to be simply the taroduct of
the two linear dimensions. Results of the foil measurements are -iven
in table V.
Table V.
Determination of Foil Thicknesses









3.2B ±. .02 (.61f.)
7.40 ±. .03 ( .40^')
7.40 ±..03 (.40^)
7.495 i-.02 (.27^^,)
7»42 i .03 (.40^)
8.10 i .01 (.124f.)
3.86 ±..01 (.265S)
7.23 ± .01 (.13©/;)
4.73 J .01 {,21^,)
8.65 i: .01 (.IW)







\7e may conclude that the probable errors inherent in the use of
the thicknesses given are the statistical sum of the 1% due to non-
u^iforJiity and 0.45^- due to error in measurement of average thickness.
This gives a total probable error of about 1.1?^^ in estimating average

proton peth length through the fcils by the above values of foil
thickness.
C. Design of Magnet Current Regulator,
It vmD found upon first operating the Van de Graaff generator
that the current pjpovided to the analyzing electromagnet was not
sufficiently stable for the close energy resolution desired. It
vms found that for a given setting of the controls, the nagnet
current tended to av/ing to either side by a variable anount, giving
a deviation from the mean of as much as 0.1^ •
This amount can easily be translated to energy varintion. If
we accept a rough formula (see Section III.F, below)
:
E = (4/3) I^ , (III-C-1)
it Is easily sha/n that a deviation of 0.15^ In the current, I, is
equivalent to a deviation of 0,2^ In the beam energy, E. Thus at
beam roltage of 1 Mev, It was lm^>ossible to prevent the voltage from
wandering as much as 2 kev to either side of the mean.
It Its true that the operator has manual controls for retting
the magnet c\u'rent; but the variation was so erratic and sudnen at
times that the operator could not anticipate and counteract the more
rapid swings. The disadvantages inherent in this variation are manifest;
(a) They make it difficult to maintain and read accurately the
mean setting of the electrcjnagnet current, thus preventing accurate
calibration of the benm energy In terms of magnet current,
(b) Since beam position at the slit system (see Figure S) , locfited
after the magnet ic analyzer , Is used to stabilize the accelerator
Voltage (Smith, 1962) , magnetic current variations are reflected

In beam energy variations. The bean stabilizer, tha%,is> can never
present beam energy rariations corresponding to magnet current
variations.
In terras of the variables vie are trying to determine, this var-
iation would mean an uncertainty in peek Dosition of ebout 1 kev
added to all other uncertainties and would add greatly to the f'^ctora
constituting theiljj discussed in Section II,B above. It vms found
expedient therefore to provide some measure of regulation of the
magnet current.
A brief discussion of how the magnet current is jjrovided would be
appropriate. A raotoJb-generator set puts out a d.c, sunnly of maximum
rated values 360 volts and 4,75 amperes. The output voltage is
controlled by varying the d.c. voltage to a separately excited field
winding on the generator side. The d.c, voltage for the field is
obtained by full-wave rectification of a varinc-controlled alternating
voltage, obtained in turn from a sola-regulated 115-volt a.c. power
supply. Thus the magnet current can be varied by changing the
setting of the variac supplying the field current. This ectxially
varies the voltage from the d.c. generator; a fine control of current
is obtained by means of a variable rheostat in series vith the magnet
coils,
A capacitance of 250 i(fd. is connected in parallel with the
magnet. Since the magnet coils have a high inductive reactance
(inductance estimated to be about 30 henries), fluctuations of
frequency much faster than one cycle -ner second pass through the
condensers rather than the coll. Aside from this, and the sola

Tegulation mentioned above, no other regtilation wpb in the circuit
prior to the time the regulator herein described was installed.
Several possible schemes for regulation of current itself were
considered and rejected. It was decided that uncontrollable resis-
tance changes in the magnet circuit (caused by temperature changes in
the coils) were slow enovigh to be compensated for manually by the
operator. Furthermore fine control of current by a variable resistor
was desired. Thus, a voltage regulator was actually vised for stabil-
izing the current. The d.c. generator voltage is affected not caily
by the field current, but also by the motor speed, vhich may -oossibly
experience small variations. It was decided therefore to vxxt the regu-
lator directly in the magnet circuit between the gen' rotor end the
load, which consists of magnet coils and the c(»Qtrol rheostats.
It was necessary under the circumstances to keep the system
quite simple, since any complex electronic apparatus has a very low
power efficiency and the output of the d.c. generator is rather limited.
The very simplest type of regulator of the "transconductance" type is













Figure 7 shows in shheraatic fashion the regulator in principle,
The triode is in parallel with the load, and the current through it
adds to the magnet current to give the total current required from

the d,c. source. The amoxmt of tube current depends on the output
voltage and the grid Toltage. If a small positive variation occurs
•
In the input voltage, more current flews fran the source. This rise
llso causes a rise in grid voltage, which produces a greeter current
drain through the tube. With p»oper choice of the circuit perometers,
the current increase through the tube matches the total ctirrent rise
from the source - causing the same amount of current through the load*
Or, from another point of view, a cinrent rise through the tube
creates additional voltage drop across I? , which is designed to
just counteract the original volttge rise at the input side - thus
giving the same output voltage,
A pigoroxis proof of the above statements, indicating: how the
circuit porameters are selected is given in the ar)T5endix. Mbo in
the ap-pendix is a circuit diagram of the complete magnet current
control nnd regulating system, ns it exists at the present time, with
further explanatory comments on its operation.
Results wil-h the regulator hr.ve been excellent. With pro-ner
attsntion on the part of the operator to compensate for slow
resistance changes and keep the regulator controls pronerly adjusted,
the current variations are cut do-.n to about one-tenth their value
without regulation. This means a voltage variation of the bean of
about 100 - 200 ev , virtiich Is small compared to other variations and
errors
.
D. Technique for Taking and Correcting Yield-Energy Data.
With the chonen target in place and a vacuum on the wtiole system,
the yen de Graaff generator is started and protons produced in
-7/-

accordance with standard procedvire. The laagnet Is then "cycled"
twice by running the magnet cvjrrent up to e relatively high vplue
(about 3 amperes) and then back to zero. The subsenuent data is
taken V7ith ever increasing magnet current, so that one stays consis-
tently on a reproducible magnetization curve (magnetic flux versus
magnet current), without any hysteresis effects,
Ab and if required, the stopping foil is Inserted and clamped
at this point in the pirocedure, and the desired amount of gas (vrtiich
may be zero) is introduced into the holder (Figure 4.) .
With the magnet ciirrent set at the initial (lowest) value, the
accelerator voltage is set so as to send the protons through the
defining slits. Tte proton accumulated charge is coxmted by an
"integrator" with a meehenlcal register and the gamma-rays detected
by the usual Gelger counter-sealer apnaratus. At each current set-
ting the data taken includes: magnet cxirrent, total gamma-ray counts
(usually set to a predetermined figure) , time to collect these
counts, total Integrator count of accumulated proton charge. Arrange-
ments are such that the proton integrator operaten only while the
CJeiger counter-sealer is accepting and registering gamma-ray counts.
The gamcia-ray counts must be corrected for "background". This
background is a function of the generator-accelerator voltage, since
x-rays from the generator provide a sizable proportion of said back-
ground. Experiments made v/ithotit a target indicate that accumxil^ted
background can be estimated by dividing the time (seconds) for the
prescribed nximber of total counts in a single run flt a current set-
ting by a factor, given in Table VI, These factors are valid only

Table VI.
Factors for Detemination of Background
When Operating Van de Qraaff Generator
Type Tube: Technical /^sociates Beta Counting Tube TA-Bl.
Location: As close to the target as possible - separated from
sane by thickness of target holder, 1/8" of lead, and
about three millimeters of air.
Position: (One tube) - side to target, with center line at mid-
target height. {7\!0 tubes in parallel) - One above the
other, sides to target, v;ith mean of positions of
centerlines at mid-target height.
^
Shielding: Tube(s) mounted v/ithin a tv;o-inch thick lead box, with
hole in same just large enough to permit ready inser-
tion of target holder.
iijifil^ing Magnet
Current (amp.)
Factor by i.hich to Divide Length of






















If the geometry, tube type, and other factors are reproducible; and
these variables are indicated in the table.
The proton integrator count for a single run is obtained by sub-
tracting the register values before and after the run. The values thus
obtained also require correcting, as a certain amount of charge leakage
occurs through peths other than that which actuates the register. By
experimentally checking the integrator register counts per unit time
against galvanometer readings of current fran the Faraday cage to the
integrator, it has been found that integrator readings must be increased
by an amount corresponding to about 35 counts per minute of time for
the run. Such counts, when corrected, thus provide a more ccaistant
ratio between the figure for total integrator counts and the .-ictual
number of protons striking the target.
The "yield", on an arbitrary scale, is the result of dividing
the corrected gamna-ray counts by the corrected proton integrator
count.
These data are taken at successively higher magnet current
settings. The desirable current Increments between successive
readings for our experimental v/ork vjas as follows: for sharp
pealcs, current increments of 0,5 na. are necessary; for broador
peeks, data every 1 ma. are sufficient.
If gas stopping is being studied during any seouence of indi-
vidual r\xns, the manometer, thermometer (see Figure 4), ^nd time of
day are recorded just before gas introduction, just after gas Intro-
duction, just before the gas is finally removed, and Just after the
gas 1r removed. Readings at intervals betv/een start and finish may

also be nnde if desired.
The yield can be plotted against nagnet current, or if the
analyzing current-proton energy relationship has been established
(called "calibration" herein) the yield can be plotted yersxvB Troton
energy to give a more pro-oer spectrum, For our purposes only the
first type of T)lot has been required, as it is possible to reed the
peak maxiinum values and the statistlcnl measurernents of v/ldth
directly in tenas of magnet current end then convert to the proton
energy scale.
Table VII gives a sample set of data for r single peak, with
yield coraputatlons. Figure 8(a) shows the plot of the resonance peak
(unshifted) for this particular set of data; Figure e(b) is a plot of
the same i)eak, shifted by insertion of stopping mjiterial. The
probable error of the r)OSition of each tioint is indicated by the
size of the crosses. The error in horizontal direction is based on
personal observation and judgment; the error in the vertical direction
Is determined from standard statistical deviations of the tot.:?l num-
ber of gamm-ray counts (P.E. s 0.67 ^TJo, of Counts ) . In the latter
case, the actual probable error is somev;hnt greater, but the Inrgest
errors crane tvom countin;^ statistical errors anr). Rive p rough basis
for estimating the extent to v/hich our smooth curve has to follow
the experimental points.
E. Target Preparation.
The target roaterials used were eit';er lithium fluoride or
aluminum. Tlie targets v/ere formtri by coating a blank tantalum




Sample Set of Data for Computation of Yield and Plotting of Peak
.19Peak Covered: 340,4 kev - F""
No Stopping I!edlum Interposed,
One Geiger Tube Used,
Target Used: LiF-2
Llagnet Proton Time C orrec
.
Net Gamma B'grnd. net Yield
Cttrxent Int. (sec) to Prot. Proton C ounts Corr.to Gamma
(aKp) Counts Counts Counts Gam.Cts Cts.
,4900 49 28.6 17 66 32 9 23 .3
10 82 45.0 26 108 64 14 50 .5
20 83 56.6 33 116 64 18 46 .4
50 59 34.0 20 79 64 11 53 .7
40 94 57.2 33 127 128 18 110 .9
50 84 46.8 27 lU 128 15 113 1.0
60 80 43.4 25 105 256 14 242 2.3
70 69 41.8 24 93 256 13 243 2.6
60 61 37.7 22 83 512 12 500 6.0
90 62 44.0 26 88 1024 14 1010 11.5
.5000 43 32.0 19 62 1024 10 1014 16.4
10 71 38.4 22 93 . 2048 12 2036 21.9
20 64 37.4 22 86 2048 12 2036 23.7
30 105 60.0 35 140 4096 19 4077 29,1
40 136 72.0 42 178 4096 23 4073 22.9
50 57 33.6 20 77 2048 11 2037 26.5
60 53 36.3 21 74 2048 11 2037 27.?
70 83 53.6 31 114 2048 17 2031 17.8
60 61 38,0 22 83 1024 12 1012 12.2
90 70 46.2 27 97 1024 14 1010 10.4
.5100 83 62.6 37 120 1024 20 1004 8.4
10 224 84.0 49 273 512 26 486 . 1,8
20 85 55.0 32 117 256 17 239 2,0
30 67 39.0 23 90 128 12 116 1.3
40 77 43.6 25 102 128 14 114 1.1
60 70 41.5 24 94 128 13 115 1.2
80 110 62.7 37 147 128 20 108 .7
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List of Resonance Energy Values for Proton-Goma Process in
l.!aterials Used as Targets
Element Reference Resonance V'idth at n nat
*2^tEnergy (kev) Half Ht. =(kev) ^t r .





































References: (1) Ajzenberg and Lauritsen, 1952.
(2) Brostrom, Huus, and Tangen, 1947,
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performed by a rather standard technique of evaT)oration in e
vacuum (Strong, 1945) . The iiiaterials selected v/ere those for
which the energy rer-onence levels ond peak widths are known with
reaGonable acoBracy. The levels for lithium, fluorine, and
aluriinun as obtained from the latest ond best references are
tabulated in Table VIII,
A succession of targets were made and used, before gone were
obtained which were entirely satisfactory. / satisfactory target
imist have the following qualities:
(a) The target should be thick enough to give high yields of
garma-rays per proton count, thus providing good counting "statistics",
(b) On the other hand, the- target thickness should be siaall enough
that target thickness, T, and il (section II.B) can be minimized,
thus miniTfiizing the effect of errors in their estimation, /nd under
any circuinstances T must be much lesr- than the energy difference
between adjacent peakc, to avoid interference from oth^r peaks vrtien
a certain one is analyzed.
(c) /' fair uniformity of target thickness should be provided, so
that when a proton beam is somewhat diffxised over the target, the
aarae values of T and i^_ will apply to all portions of the bean.
g, /inalys is of Auxiliary p'tatistical Variables.
Preliminary to the primary calculations of stopping power are
those calculations of the other Vfirtables which are a pert of en na-
tions (II-B-4) to (II-B-7), inclusive. These calculations ret^uire
a knowledge of the calibration relation between analyzing magnet

current and proton energy. Unfortunately an acciirate determination
of this relation requires in turn a knowledge of target thickness, T,
which is one of the variables referred to above. Originally a rough
assumption as to the Tsroper calibration relation had to be asRinned
and calciilations made by the process of successive aTiproximations,
In this report v;e may start with reasonably accurate informntion on
the mean calibration curve, which has actually been obtained at a
later stage in the experiment (See Section III.H),
Ifflthln a limited range it is found by plotting calibration data
on log-log graiii paper that the calibration relation can be expressed
by a formula of the type:
E = K I*
,
(III-F-1)
where E represents proton beam energy (Mev) and I is anal^.'Zing
magnet cxirrent (amperes). (See Figure 9.)
Besides K and a , we wish to find the value of F, trtiere
F = H = a K I«-l . (III-F-2)
which is used to translate magnet cxirrent variations into energy
variations at some particular peak. It has been found, using data
to be presented later (section III.I!) , that the values for K, a , and
F given in Table IX are fairly acciirate.
Let us nav analyze sane of the statistical distributions in
energy a little more closely. It is necesnary for our purnoses that
the st'-^tistical spread in these distributions be expressed In terms
of the standard deviation about the mean or its square, the variance,
Llany of the distributions are of such a type that the spread is not
usually expressed thus, and calculations must be made to permit

Table EC.
Values of constants K, a, and F { = dE/dl) in the





,50 1.355 1.975 1.362
.55 .417 1.353 1.972 1.490
,60 •494 1.350 1.970 1.620
.65 .579 1.348 1.967 1.748
.70 .669 1.345 1,960 1.870
.75 .765 1.339 1^950 1.986
.80 .868 1.332 1.935 2.09
.85 .972 1.323 1.920 2.19
.90 1.076 1.315 1.905 2,28
.95 1.181 1.305 1.887 2.35
translation to those statistical variables we employ in eorarnon for
all the distributions. Resonance curves for example have their
spread expressed in terras of a width of peak at half the maximvon
height.
1. i:ethod of Obtaining -^
^at •
As Just noted, it is necessary to translate the nnturnl peek's
width at half height, designated as /"* . , to the standard deviation
X*. A. V/e are immediately faced v/ith a somewhat difficxilt situation,
since the theoretical computation of
-**-jja-t takes one into COTupll-
cations of both a mathematical and a practical nature.
The shape of the theoretical resonance curve is given by the
well known Breit-V.'igner formula (Breit and 'igner, 1936), modified
for the proton-gamma reaction (Bethe, 1937):

i. 5lCr = G ^^ . 1 , {III-F-3)
where CT is the probability cross-section for an atom to undergo
the proton-gamna reaction, G is the barrier penetration fnctor
for the proton in trying to pierce the Coulor.ib potential barrier of
the atom, and at high proton energies (compared with Coulomb barrier
height) it is dlose to unity, v/hereas at low proton energies it
equals approximately exp (-kV/e") •
This expression is difficult to deal with mathematically, but
we may make further simolifications for the sake of discussion. 31nce
most of the resonances used are extremely narrov; ccmpared to the proton
energy (E) exciting them, the factor G /^iT is very slowly varying in
the immediate vicinity of the peak, and can be taken as constant, V('e
then have a resonance peak with a shape given by the formula:
cr z S . (iii-F-4)
(E - E )^ + K„
* res' 2
By definition, IL . is then given by
K dE










Tbe difficulty arises v;hen we try to deeide what limits to take for
E and E^
,
on either side of the peak. E_ cannot go below sero,
but there is no natural upT>er limit to select. The value of the

denominator is finite v;ith limits zero to infinity; but the value
of the nimerfitor increases T-Tlthout limit as E. OD'^Toaches infinity,
ISius the value of the standard deviation v/ill depend unon where we
choose to take this upper llnit and beifames somewhat arbitrary. The
inclusion of the factor G / /e" does not siraplify our task, since
the numerator still diverges with increasing value of E^ .
To avoid the decision as to where precisely v;e cut off the
"tails" of the distribution, we shall employ the same ap'^roxlmntion
used by I»ladsen and Venkateswarlu (1948b), Noting that the resonance
curves are rather similar in shape to a Gaussian, or "normal", dis-
tribution curve, one may assume that the ratio of the standard
deviation to the width at half-maximum height is the same for a
theoretical resonance curve as for the true Gaussian shaped curve,
Fran tables of the latter function it is easily found that as a
consequence
^ nat • °-*2 Ct • (III-F-6)
Table VIII, which gives the resonance widths for the target
materials used, also gives the values of l^jjot computed by the above
formula,
2, Method of Determining il,p ,
The distribution curve for energy loss in the target material
Is quite simple, 7e may assume that the -iroton stopping power is
practically constant over the small energy variation the beam under-
goes in the thin target, so that this distribution curve has the
shape of a rectangle. That is, if y(AE^) is the frequency variable,
then it is defined as:

y = <
0, for AE^ < and AE^ > T ;











ily - ,288 T . (III-F-9)
3, Determination of ilg ,
The distribution of energies of protons posRlng throiigh the
allt cannot be known with the degree of certainty one would like.
Experience indicates that for a narrow slit the beam energy stabili-
zer can iisually hold the center of the beam within the ed^es of the
slit quite vvell. The maxinmm variation in proton energy which vill
still permit the beam center to pass through the slit has been can-
puted by Smith (1952) to be:
*=S = ^ • (III-F-10)
Where w is the width of the slit in millimeters, and ^E„ and E
are in the sane units. This formula Is probably not highly accurate
in vie/; of the assumptions and approximations involved in the derivation.
To provide a check, the shift in location of a peak at 669 kev was
determined experimentally when the slit position was shifted by -^
millimeter. The shift in peak position was 1.2 ma. of magnet current,
which corresponds according to Table IX to a beam energy shift of
lo87 X 1.2 = 2,25 kev. These values are consistent vdth an equation
t

This e:qDerir2ent probably does not give a highly accixrate
answer, but it is considered an iu^Drovement numerically over the
theoretical fonnLila»s prediction; and \/e shall use equation
(lII-F-11) therefore.
If \ie assune that energy variations in the accelerator are
such that a proton is equally likely to pass through the slit mth
any value in the corresponding spread of ^E , ve have a rectangu-
lar distributionj and as in equation (lII-F-9) xre obtains
i2_ - .2BB Ew/150 - Ew/520 . (lII-F-12)
S "*
Since for all the experiments hei'ein described, u equals one
millimeter, the formula becomes:
-^S r E/520 , (lII-F-13)
ijhere tlie units of E and iig are the same,
4^ Determination of -^jj*
The factor ^r, is impossible to obtain directly, and it can
only be guessed at ^'hen the resonance peakr' vddths ere analyzed©
There is no reason to believe that it is even constant from one
day to another under ^•^.at are presumed to be similar operating
conditions. Since current variations cause greater beam voltage
variations v/ith higher energies, ue may g.iess tliat J/j^ will general-




G« Analysis of Utishifted Resonance Peaks and DeteiTunation of
Tarfcet Thidciesses.
Table X :p.ves the analysis of the statistical variations of
Eiost of the resonance peaJis studied \dthout stopping media interT>osed«
This analysis is based upon fomula (II-B-5), and shows all caurputed
values for J'-'p -^^j. • Observation of these results leads to the
folloi/ing conclusions
:
(a) Thoi'e are comparatively lar^c uncertainties present in all of
the data presented, so tliat the final probable en'or in the estina^
tion of
•J'-'^-hii is on the order of 1 kev or ncre. This is eBpecially
evidoit fron the size and nimber of negative valjes obtained, since
all values should "be positive for variances,
(b) Thei'e scens to be little reason to believe tliat-'tj, is large
eiiou<;^h to consider, except in a fc\i cases. We shaU. therefore ignore
it in our conputations bat roust consider its possible influence when
the matter of errors in results is discussed,
(c) For lo\T energy values •*'-j is at a naximun, \/hereas -»'-g is at
a ELinimm. Therefore in deterrdnation of target thickness, greater
weight sliould be given to data obtained fron lotror energy peaks.
In ofdcr to express the target thicloicss in terns of stopping
ponder, ire roust standardize s".ch values to a specific value of proton
energy (1 llev is us^al). This neans that after having detemined
target thicknes? at a certain proton energy we must convert this
value to thidcness for a 1 Mev nroton bean. This can bo done if ire
knorr the relative stopping poirer of the target substance at 1 llev
compared to the stopping power of the target at the energy of the
- 27 ~

Table X. (Two Pages)
Analysis of Contributions to Variances In Unshifted
Resonance Peaks,
Peak Tagnet F





1 8-29-52 LlF-1 340,4 .50 1,362
E n 11 441.1 .566 1.533
3 ft If 669 .70 1.870




6 n If 986 .85 2.170
7 It n 1112 .91 2.255
9-26-52 Al-3 630 .68 1.820
9 10-16-52 LiF-1 669 .70 1.870
10 n If 873.5 .80 2.086
11 n ft 935.3 .83 2.135
U 10-17-52 Al-3 630 .68 1.820
13 n n 986 .86 2.185
14 If i» 1112 .91 2.255
15 10-23-52 LiF-1 441.1 .566 1.533
16 12-2-52 HP-2 340.4 .50 1.362
17 tf n 669 .70 1.870
16 rf ft 873.5 .81 ?.103
19 tt If 935.3 .84 2.153
20 12-18-52 LtF-4 441.1 .57 1.540
21 n ft 669 .70 1.870
22 n tf 873.5 .805 2.095







Line (ma) (kev) (kev^) (kev2) (kev2) (kev^)
Table VIII (lII-F-13) {II-E-5)
1 1.90 n.60 6.75 0.94 0.43 5.38
2 4.95 7.60 57.7 26.0 0.72 31.0
3 3.34 6.25 39.1 9.9 1.66 27.5
4 0.80 1.30 1.69 i\egl. 0.94 0.75
5 0.90 1.64 2.69 ft 1.47 1.22
6 0.84 1.82 3.31 0.01 3.60 - 0.30
7 1.35 3.05 9.30 0.01 4.58 4.71
8 1.1 2.00 4.00 Negl. 1.47 2.53
9 1.65 3.10 9.61 9.9 1.66 - 1.95
10 1.2 2.50 6.25 4.84 2.82 - 1.41
11 1.9 4.05 16.40 11.23 3.24 1.93
12 1.15 2.10 4.41 Negl. 1.47 2.94
13 0.93 2.03 4.12 0.01 3.60 0.51
14 1.03 2.32 5.58 0.01 4.58 0.79
15 3.45 5.30 28.1 26.0 0.72 1.40
16 3.58 4.88 23.8 0.94 0.43 22.4
17 2.82 5.27 27.8 9.9 1.66 16.2
18 2.97 6.25 39.0 4.84 2.82 31.3
19 3.02 6.50 42.2 11.23 3.24 27.7
20 3.2 4.93 24,3 26.0 0.72 - 0.24
21 1.43 2.67 7.13 9.9 1.66 - 4.43
22 1.2 2.51 6.30 4.84 2,82 - 1.36




Ccanputations of Target Thickness (kev)




(Ilev) = /F (keyS) (kev) (kev)
LiF-1 .3404 .583 5,38 2.32 8.05 4.7
n
.4411 .664 31.0 5.57 19.3 12.8
w
.4411 .664 1.4 1,18 4.1 2,7
n
.669 .818 27.5 5,24 18.2 14,9
n
.669 ,818 nega. - - -
n
.8735 .935 ft - - <.
ft
.9353 ,970 1.93 1,39 4.82 4.7
LlF-2 .3404 .583 22.4 4,73 16.4 9,56
n
.669 .818 16.2 4,02 13.9 11,4
ft
.8735 .935 31.3 5,60 19.4 18.1
tt
1
.9353 .967 27.7 5.26 18.2 17.6
LiF-4 .4411 .664 nega. _ „ _
n
.669 .818 tt — . ..
tt
.8735 ,935 n - . -
ti
.9353 .967 1.27 1,135 3.94 3.8
Al-3 .503 ,710 0.75 0.866 3.00 2,13
tr
.630 ,794 1.22 1.105 3.83 3,04
It
.630 .794 2.53 1.59 5.51 4.37
n
.630 ,794 2.94 1.714 5.95 4.72
tt
.986 .993 nega. - - -
tt
.986 .993 0.51 0.714 2.47 2.45
»t 1.112 1.055 4.71 2.17 7.53 7.94




Bohr (I94B) indicates tliat witliin this energy region which ue
are concerned xrith, the stopping povrer is inversely proportional to
the square root of proton energy. To the extent that data is
available in tliis region, such dependence is roughly confirmed
(I'iadsen and Venkateswarlu, 194Ba; Kahn, 1953; and Fi;^ure 11 herein).
In view of the approxinate nature of the data given in Table X, it
is sufficiently accurate to convert target thickness to the 1 Mev
standard energy by multiplying the target thickness by the square
root of the proton energy at tjhich the specific measurement was made.
Table XI gives the target thickness ajialysis, vdth the aid of
the data derived in Table X, In view of the approxinate nature of
the final results, it is desirable to use other means to aid in the
selection of definite ansv/ers. If the targets are thin the naxijium
value of the yield at a certain resonance peak vdll be a rou^
measure of the relative tliickness of the target. Thus a comparison
of the maxima of the various peaks for the various lltliium fluoride
targets will add additional information on -v^ich to base final jud{j-
ment. It is expecially desirable to do this for detenainatlon of the
thicknesc of target LiP-4> since it is evidently so thin as to make
detection from an experimental peak width practically impossible.
Table XII gives this data, as talcen from ejzperimental results. The
table indicates that in a rough sort of \7ay, the relative yield
fran the various lithivja fluoride targets are in the ratio:
LiF-1 : LiF-2 : LlF-4. = 0,3 s 1 : 0.1 .

Table XII.
Resonance Peak llaidma for Lithium Fluoride Tarrrets
Peak
llaxiTnuB Yields
' L1F-1 T.1F-2 T.iF-4
340.4 kev 24.6 28.0 a.
441.1 2.2 - 2.15
441.1 2.9 — .
6^ 10.5 86 2.65
„6^ 6.7 _ ..
5873.5 a^i 310 67
#935.3 4.4 136 24
* Evidently the target LiF-1 has a 3Dne\;hat variable
tliickness. We can speaJk only of its average value.
" Counting ;;^eoinetry soiaevdiat variable.
Table XIII^
Target Thicknesses (kev) for Various Proton Energies
Idtliiun Fluoride Targets AluninuB Target
Proton Proton
Energj^ LLF-l LtF-2 LiF-4 Energy Al-3
(llev) (llev)
1.000 4.0 12»0 1.0 1.000 3.0
.3404 6.8 20.6 1.8 .503 4.2
.44.U 6.0 18.0 1.6 .630 3.8
.598 5.2 15.6 1.2 .771 3.4
.6£9 4.8 14.6 1.2 .986 3.0
.8735 4.2 12.8 1.0 1.112 2.8
.9353 4*2 12.4 1.0
On the basis of all Information available, we can now nako an
effbinate of target thicknesses for all targets. Table IIII gives

the thickness estimated at 1 Mev, and also gives the computed VBlues
of target thicloiesG at various resonant energies. In the conrputation
the target thickness is assrumed, ab before, to be inversely propor-
tional to tlic square root of the energy.
H« Eaor/rz-Currcnt Calibration,
Since \/e can nov/ find the value of E for each peak measured,
ly use of equation (lI-B-4.), we may find the calibration curves for
accelerator beam energy (E ) versus analyzing magnet current (!)•
All data frco es^jerimeiib and previous analysis is listed in Table
XIV in such a fashion that the calibration curves can be put on a
logarithmic scale. The curves themselves are depicted in Figure 9.
Table XV is a list of data similar to Table XIV, except that
the data are for single resonance peal<:s and are not talcen as part of
a caapletc calibration scries. Their use is indicated below.
In 1-isin^ and interpreting the calibration corves, several
significant points have been discovered:
(a) If the data is plotted to a logaritlmic scale, vertically and
horizontally, the calibration line dravm is almost a straigiit line,
^'his indicates that aii CEipirical forraiula of the t;>-pe E r K 1
is approximately valid over the lAiole energy range, and is quite
accurate within smaller limits, (This justifies equation (lll^-l).)
This is a change from the previo'S custom (Grove, 1950; Taylor, 1952j
Russell, 1952), by which data x-jas plotted as /E versus I and the
best straight line dravm. This older type of plot presumes that an
2
eampirical formula of the type E = K (l-f b) is valid. Plotting
of a typical set of calibration data from Table XIV according to the














8-29-52 .3404 .0034 ,3438 1,5363 ,4973
LiF-l .4411 .0030 .4441 1.5475 ,5665
4.25- .669 .0024 .6714 1.8270 .6996
.8735 .0021 ,8756 1.9423 ,8020
9-26-52 ,503 .0021 .5051 1.7034 ,6032
A 1-3 .630 .0019 .6319 1.8006 .6763
4.75 .986 .0015 .9875 1.9945 ,8563
1.112 .0014 1.1134 0,0467 ,9095
10-16-52 .669 .0024 .6714 1.8270 ,7023
LiF-1 .8735 .0021 .8756 1.9423 .8030
4.75 .9353 .0021 .9374 1.9719 .8315
10-17-52 .530 .0019 .5319 1.8006 .6789
Al-3 .986 .0015 .9875 1.9945 .8573
4.75 1.112 .0014 1.1134 0.0467 .9103
12-2-52 .3404 .0103 .3507 1.5449 .5036
LiF-2 .669 .0073 .6763 1.8301 .7035
3.75 .8735 .0064 .8799 1.9444 .8074
. 9353 .0062 .9415 1.9738 .a377
12-3-52 .503 .0021 .5051 1.7034 .6115
Al-3 ,630 .0019 .6319 1,8006 .6838























* r. lit setting ecuals reading of nc.'^ition ricrometer minus one-
half the rending of the slit v/idth ricrometer. It essentially

















l?:-.18-52 .4411 .0008 .4419 1. 6453 .5590 1.7551
LiF-4 .669 .0006 .6696 1.8258 .6995 1.8448
3,75 .8735 .0005 .8740 1.9415 ,8052 1.9059
.9353 .0005 .9358 1.9712 .8334 1.9209
12-19-52 .503 .0021 .5051 1.7034 .6095 1.7850
Al-3 .630 .0019 .6519 1.8006 .6817 1.8336
4,25 .771 .0017 .7727 1.8860 .7562 1.8786
.986 .0015 .9875 1.9945 .8520 1.9355
1.112 .0014 1.1134 0.0467 .9176 1.9527
1-9-53 .4411 .0008 .4419 I. 6453 .5700 1.7559
LiF-4 .669 .0006 .6696 1.8?58 .7028 1.3468
3.50 ,8735 .0005 .8740 1.9415 .8074 1.?'071
.9553 .0005 .9358 1.9712 .8367 1.9226
1-19-53 .669 .0006 .6696 1.8258 .7014 1.8460
Li?-4 ,8735 .0005 .0740 1.9415 .8080 1.^074
3.50 ,9353 .0005 .9358 1.9712 .8367 1.9826
1-22-53 (an) .669 .0006 ,6696 1.8258 .7040 1.8476
LiF-4 .8735 .0005 .8740 1.9415 .8072 1.9070
3,50
l-22-53(pr.i) ,669 .0006 <,5695 1.8258 .7014 1.8450
LiF-4 ,8735 .0005 .8740 1.9415 .8056 1.9061
3.50 .9353 .0005 .9358 1,9712 .8355 1.9209
-9^-

Table XV. (Tt'ro Pages)
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previous custom and conparins such a plot vdth the double-lo^'arith-
inic plot has indicated that the latter plot has less curvature than
tlie coiTospending plot tcr the older nethod. In viei; of the fact,
hovever, tliat a sll^t curvature does exist for the calibration
curves, even on the logarithnic plots, it \ia.s considered more
accurate to use the curves directly rather than to use a straight
line fomula giving the closest fit over the whole energy range.
The empirical formula (lII-F-1) and Table IX are to be used only for
conputations at localized energy regions,
(b) Different calibration series give curves which are generally
slightly displaced from one another, although they are essentially
parallel. This indicates that personal errors during a series of
runs are small compared to those discrencmcies between
different daily series. Every effort \7as made in doing the experi-
nental vjork to use a standardized technique in operation of the
accelerator and auxiliary apparatus; but some variation fron day
to day seemed unavoidable. Such variations may be due to; (1) lacl^
of precise control as to the horizontal and vertical position of the
beam axis (as indicated by the neutral beam, undeviated "fcy the
magnetic field )j (2) lack of control over tlie teanperature of the
magnet itself. The first effect means that inhomogeneities in the
magnetic field nay be sufficient to be noticeable. The latter effect
is related to the fact that magnetic elements in an electromagnet
are more easily aligned vhen the iron is at a higher tamperature,
so that the same current gives a slightly greater deviating fluoc.
The fact that different curves are closely parallel means that once

a feu typical calibration curves have becsn plotted to give the
general trend, further curves riay be indicated tfy having data for
only a single calibration point on the curve. This fact has been
utilized in the latter part of the research, and Table XV gives
the data for tliese single calibration points*
(c) It is of some interest to note the actual variation of the
calibration data for one specific value of energy, to give an idea
as to the spread in the calibration curves over a sis: months* period.
A checl: of Tables XIV and XV siiows that for the 669 kev fluorine
resonance peak, "bcr use of the sane target and the sarae slit position,
the average value of tlie analyzing cui-rent xns •7014. anperes, with
exbrenes of .6696 and .704D ainperes. The standard deviation of all
readings fron the meau is .0014. aiiperes. If on the other hand, one
were given the current at about this point, the extrerie energy variation
corresponding to this calibration curve variation would be £5.2 kev
(detemined ty using factor F, Table IX)o The standard deviation
in energy coiaes out to be 2.6 kev frcn the mean calibration line, or
a probable error, if one used the mean line, of about 1.7 kev. This
fact indicates that if v;e have some additional infomauion as to the
proper position of the true calibration cuj^ve, sich as ty a single
calibration point, a nuch better choice can be nade for energy
corresponding to a certain value of nagnet current; and the probable
error in such a case ijould undoubtedly be substantially less than 1
kev. It should be noted that this conclusion is justified only if
the technique is used for data talcen on the sane iiagnet cycle as the
calibration point, A recycling of the nagnet may require a new curve.
(For exarrolcs, sec Table XIV, data for 1-22-53, a.in, and p.ii,
)

IV, Experinental Results on Stoppin?]; Power .
A» Possible Sources of Systematic Error and Corrections Hecr-'ired,
When the e3cperimental data on stopping are analyzed, the possi-
bility of certaj-n consistent factors req'-iiring correction inust be
considered,
1, N'Liclear Col] ision Losses ,
It can be visualized that proton-n-iclear collisions, though
elastic, wv.U result in a certain small amount of energy loss by
the proton in the laboratory system. The usual formulas for
stopping poirer do not include this effect, and therefore in theory
the nuclear stopping e^-fect should be subtracted from experimental
data in order to give a result vriiidi can be corrrpared x^ri.th theory.
Bohr (I94.S) has derived a formula for nuclear stopping, givaa
as follo^;s:
Z^E - N • Ax- 2Trz^_Z^_ef
. ^ 2_ , (IV-Ar-1)
i^v2 t;
\^ere ^ = 2 z Z^^ ^ f^^] • (IV-A-2)^ M [Tj
In order to deteuaine the magnitude of this elTect, an example
was calculated for Iiypothetical circumstances conducive to a large
ansxrer. For ener^ loss due to nuclear collisions of protons of
9
mean velocity 0,8 x 10 cm/sec (energy of 332 kev) passing
through a 0.05 Eiil nickel foil, the calculated value of A. E isV
0,171 kev. It can be seen trjr comparison xdth electronic stopping
energy losses for the foils (Figure 10) that the nuclear effect is

only on the order of 0,1^ of the total stopping effect. The nuclear
stopping Eiay therefore be neglected.
2, Increase of Path Lai.Tth ty Scatterin,^ ,
Another effect, also due prinarily to nuclear collisions, is the
deviation from the beam axis of many protons, especially for the case
of slow protons through large thldoiesses of matter. This effect is
observable visually during stopping experiinent s with gases. The ex-
citation of the gas atoms tjjr the proton beam brings about the emission
of light v^idi narks the proton paths. It can be seen that the beam
does indeed diverge in a very nai-roi/ cone from the entrance foil to
the gas chamber. Such effect increases the average amount of matter
traversed ty the beam. The geometry of our diamber (Figure 4-) is
such that the target subtends at the entrance foil an angle of
p.o to each side of the axis. Any proton deviated so imch as to
pass outside this ccaie does not hit the target and cannot contribute
to the gamma ray yield and thus has no effect on e:q)crimental values
of stopping power. Only at very low proton energies (as noted visu-
ally) docs there exist an appreciable deviation of the protons av/ay
ftom the axis. Even in such circmnstances the correct ion for longer
path length is only a fraction of cos 5*6 , or less than one-lialf
of one percent. At hij^er energies the correction is still less.
Since this correction is much less than the over-all ex^serimental
error expected, i/e shall igiore it,
3, Carbonization dT Foils .
There is a t^dency for all parts exposed to the beam to accu-
mulate a dark deposit of viiai. is called "carbon", though it

probably includes a moderate percenta^^e of hj''dro:^en. This deposit
is a vell-knoim problem for many accelerators. It is presimably a
result of deposition of volatile hydrocarbons on siirfaces plus sub-
sequent molecular breakdovai ty proton bombardment and ty localized
heating. It is even possible that if a foil or tarr^et is heated to
a high temperature, hydrocarbon molecules in gaseous form may be
decomposed upon random collisiDJiin.th the spot heated by the beam,
even if there is no tendency othen-dse to adhere as a semi-^ormanent
or permanent film. The sources of the volatile hydrocarbons are seve-
ral, the most probable ones being:
(a) vapors from the oil dj-ffusion jyanp of the vacuum system;
(b) volatile vapors from organic substances such as vacuum rings and
gaskets in the systaa;
(c) vaporized solvents from freshly applied sealing paint (such as
glyptal) used to stop small leaks;
(d) vapors from small amounts of acetone or similar penetrating
fluids used for leak testing;
(e) vapors from residual amounts of organic solvents used for
cleaning parts of the rystem.
These factors are listed in such an order that the first ones are
most difficult to avoid, and the latter ones the easiest, Fortu/-
nately, o-'r experience seems to indicate that the very ones hardest
to avoid are actually the ones having the least noticeable effect,
and vice versa.
Under normal operating conditions it xnxs our practice to discard
a foil or target if the blackening became appreciable. This was

eapecially necessary for the foil; evidently tlie greater diffuseness
of the bean on tlic targets and their {preater ability to ccnduct the
heat avas^ prevented rapid "carbonization" of the targets.
In connection i^ith the foils, this carbonizing added gnall
anounts to the stopping. The effect v/as checked by deterrnining
energy loss through the foils at intervals throu^;^ut their use.
Figure 10, uhich gives the energy loss in the various foils as
function of the entettig proton energy, diows this effect clearly.
Note especially the progressive increase in stopping power by the
,05 inil copper foil for subsequent days (on the order of 2 kev per
operating day for 1 llev protons). Also note the radical shift in
energy lose through the .05 lail nickel foil (#2), which occurred
after a rather severe carbonizing due to release of gaseous Iiydro-
carbons into the gas diamber from incompletely dried applications
of glyptal.
Foil stopping povrcr data were discarded when it iTas evident that
such carbonizing had contributed to abnormally hi^ values of energy
loss# This data is needed, however, when the carbonized foils are
used as \ando\-re for the experiiaents on gas stopping power. It should
be mentioned tliat the greatest problem did occnr in the gas stopping
power experiments. In the foil stopping poi;er experiments, the vjhole
system v/as continually pumped hy the vacuum puips; b.it in the gas
e2q)erimc5nts, the gas cliamber was closed off and any hydrocarbon mole-
cules trapped therein had many chances to strike the hot foil and be
decoE^Josed and deposited there. The exariples of severe carbonizing

nentioned in the preceding paragraph occuired during experiments on
gases,
/.» AccTTrate Conputation of Mean Enerfy7 of Protons in Ilediiin ,
It is ugAally aisfcociary in giving expeririental results for
stopping power to consider that AE/^x equals dE/dx for a value
of E i^ich is tile aritlinetic average of the initial and exit ener-
gies of the bean in the storroing medium ( « ^ •*" ^ , for
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exarjple, in case the stopping material is a foil). This approxi-
mation is appropriate when AE is small compared to E, Warshaw
(194-9) has connented on this matter and proposes a formula to give
a correction to /^E/ Ax so that tlie correct value for stopping
can be obtained at the aritliraetic mean value of energy, Ilis formula
assumes that the stopping power curve over the region from Eq to
Eq* is a straight Hne, He finds that the corrections thus com-
puted are less than his probable error but vrorth including to insure
a correct sliape for liis curves.
Our values of both AE and E are in most cases larger than
Warshav;»s, and we may also find a slight correction advantageous.
Rather than Waxshaw's formula correcting stopping power we prefer one
irhich provides a correction to the aritlimetic mean energy'' to give the
true mean (designated as E^) , In deriving the formula for this
correction let us ma]ce an assumption as to the shape of the stopping
poorer curve which ia more accurate than the linear shape assumed ly
Warshat;, Assime that
^ = k IT^ . (lV-^-3)
dx

Theory Indicates, as vre have noted before, that the exponent V"
shoiild have a value of 0,5 (See Section III-G) . Experimental re-
sults (Madsen and Venkateswarlu, 1948a; Kahn, 1953) show that Vis
slightly dependent on Z and on E , but has in the cases wherein
we are required to use it (E "^600 kev) an average value of about
0.45 .
The thickness of the medium traversed, ^ x , is easily seen






- E« ) (IV-A-5)
NOW the correct value of mean energy, E , to use is that for which
"Sx^^^ Ae/Ax Ax (IV-A-6)
Solving for Ax and substituting equation (IV-A-3) gives:
E» - E
o o •Ax = ^vT (IV-A-7)
m
If we equate the two expressions for Ax and solve for E , we obtain:
"m \Y-hl
H ' E, Yi-i "[Vr
o o
(IV-A-8)
If we replace E» by E 4- -^AE , and E by E - ^AE , where









If we expand the parenthetical expressions fccording to the










where the other terms are successive terms in (^E) /e^~
,
for n 2, 4, 6, etc., with fractional coefficients for the terms.
For AE appreciably less than E , this series converges rspldly, so
that the other terms in the above equation may be neglected.
Then let us expand the bracketed expression in equation (IV-A-10)
once again by the binomial formula, to obtain:
E„ = E^ - ^^"^1 I^^) 4- additional terms , (IV-A-11)m a 24 E
B.
Where the additional terms can once more be dropped viien Ae is
appreciably less than E •
Then we see, substituting 0,45 for V, that
E„ a E^ - ^ E , (IV-A-12)m
where
^ .55 (AE)^
<JE S- , (IV-A-13)
24 E
a
V/e use this correction and apply it below in cases where it
exceeds 1 kev •
5« Corrections Required for Impurities in the Materials studied.
One possible source of consistent error which should be care-
fully checked is the impurities in the elements studied.
The metals are quickly disposed of. A semi-quantitative

spectro[graphic analysis vas carried out uith sanple foils from
tlie sane set as those used, vjith the follovdn^ results:
(a) For copper, the iri^jin'ities present are as folloT/s: calciraa
vrith the order of magnitude of O.lfj, nasncsiun less than 0,1^, and
a trace of silicon,
(b) For nickel, the iEipurities present are as follo\;s: cobalt to
an a:;jount betv/een 0,1 to 0,5p, plus traces of nagnesiun, nolybdenuri,
berylliuta, and iron.
The error in stopping por/er is not as fp^eat as the percentage of
irapurities. Each of the impurities tends to produce an error only
to the e>d;ent that its stopping poirer varies from the stopping pov/er
of the prime constituent, so that tlie closer the impurity is to the
primary element in the table of elements, the less the effect of the
ic^xority on the stopping pov;er measured. With these considerations
in mind, it becomes clear that the impurities in foils of either
nickel or coj^per are such in quantity and type that no appreciable
error can result by considering the foils as pure,
2
The gases hov/ever rcqid-re more careful study. The gases as




The analysis xms carried out by lip, Sam Wohlfort at the Spectro-
graphic Laboratoiy, Department of Chenistry, Ohio State Universi-
ty, tlirough the courtesy of Professor W,K. liacNcvino
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The nitrogen and argon v/ere obtained in pressurized K cylinders
from the Linde Air Products Conpanyj \;hilc the rarer gases came
from the same company in glass flasks at approxim-ately atmo-
spheric pressure.

(a) Connercial nitro^'oi used is stated to be 99.7/S pure,
(b) The ar^on siipplied is stated to be 99»6^ pure,
(c) Tae neon inpurities are negligible,
(d) The la:ypton nay have as niuch as 1% xenon present,
(e) The xenon may have as nuch as 2% lo-ypton present.
Since the above amounts are naxinum values, the exact extent
of the iipuritics for our samples vras still soiaev/hat in doubt.
There existed a still nore serious factor in connection with the
latter tliree gases, wMch \/ere supplied in one liter or one-half
liter glass flaslcs. Difficulties were encountered in the attacb-
nent.of the flaslcc to the system in siich a v;ay as to be absolutely
air-tight when the duct gystean is imder partial ctr aamplete vacuum.
The results were that a certain amount of air contamination vbjs
probable for the gases in eacli of the three flasks, before final
gas-tightness v;as attained. It \/as considered necessary therefore
tliat an analysis be made on the gases in the flasks after the pos-
sible contamination occiirred.
The analysis was cai^ried out tfj m^ss-spectrograph , and results
are as given in Table XVI,
In order to determine the effects of these iii5)urities, it is
necessary to note that the amount of matter traversed is indicated
by the measured valv.es of path length, gas pressure, and gas tempera-
tiore. Since the pressures used are quite lo\7 (a few centimeters of
1
The analysis was carried out by I'x, Leonard llauk, at the llass-
^ectrographic Laboratcry, Department of Cliemistry, Ohio State




mercury) the ideal gas relationsliips are valid, and the variables
cited above are sufficieirb to ^ive the nunber of nolecules per square
centineter of cross-secticsn perpendicular to the proton path. For
the rare gases, the ator^c stopping pov/er is the saine as the molecu-
lar stopping pouerj and since the inpurities are given as vo limine
percent (equivalent to nole percent), the corrective factor to be
applied to the experinental resvilts is the relative noleculqr stopping
power of the inrpiire gas as coinpared to that for the pnre gas.
Table XVII gives tlie values assuxied for atomic pjid nolecalar
stopping pov/er for the various elements and canpounds conceraed. It
lias been necessary in some cases to make rou^ preliiaingjy estimates
of stopping poijer from the data taJcen in our experiments, so tliat
the val-ues taJcen can be justified only tgr the final aiisi/er. Fortu-
nately, hi:^ly accurate values are not necessary in this particular
set of computations. The sources of data arc indicated in the table.
Table XVIII tabulates the calculations of the corrective factors
for the gases neon and :aBnon, It is cruite evident from the analysis
of the gases in Table XVI that no appreciable lealcage into the system
occurred for the l3:*ypton experiments, so that no correction is re-
quired for this gas. The correction factors computed must divide the
experimental results to obtain final corected results.
"We have neglected any effect of possible ii:5)urities in nitrogen
and argon. This is justified for tuo reasons. First, the gas chaia-
ber v/as supplied i^/ith nitrogen or argon directly from the pressurized
tank, so that the filling system up to the inlet valve of the chamber
\ iV
Table :>ryi.
Impurities in Volume Percent in Gases, As
Det^rnined by t.ass Spectrof;raph
Primary Gas
impurity
I Jeon Krypton Xenon
IlgO 2.72f^ ^ 0,02f
^^2 8.15 O.IG^ 3.73
1.11 ,011 .72
,102 - .017
COp ,59 .005 -
1.19 - ,172
We — ,026 .07
Table aVII.
Approximate Values of Atamic and I.olecular r>topning
Power of Various Gaseous Constituents for l^otons at
ilnergies of 500 and 1000 kev
;.tom or Atonic I'olecular
molecule Stopping lower Stopr>ing "T'ower Hef
.
(ev-cn^ X 10-^^) (ev-cm^ X 10^^)
500 kev 1000 kev 500 kev 1000 kev
ir 1.1 0,6 2.2 1.2 (2)
7,25 4.35 - - (2)
N 8.0 4.9 16. 9.8 (1)
8.8 E.5 17. G 11.0 (3)
Ne 10.1 6.45 10.1 6,45 (3)
A. 14.4 9.8 14.4 9.8 (1)
1<T 21.1 14.2 21.1 14.2 (1)
Xe 24.2 lu.25 r4.2 16.25 (1)
II2O - - 11,0 6.7 (4)
COg — — 24.85 15.35 (4)
(1) Estimated from 'preliminary rcs\)lts, prrnent reGearcl-.
(2) Extrapolation from data given by Livinx?.ston and Bethe (1937)
(3) Interpolated value, recording to atonic number, fron values
obtained by references (1) and (?).
(4) Obtained by addition of atonic stopoing pov;ers.

Table XVIII.
Computation of Lnpixrity Correction Factors, to Convert Experimentally
Detcrnined .tomic Stopping power to the Correct Yolue - Valid for
Protons of 500 and 1000 key .
Ijolecule ^mol (xlO^^) Relative ^.01 Vol. (Vol.f.) X (Rel.<r)
500 kev
1
lOCO kev 500 kev
1
1000 kev 500 kev 1000 kev
(a) Ijeon
lieon 10.1 6.45 1.00 1.00 86,15 86,15 86,15
IIoO 11.0 6.7 1.09 1.04 2.7 2.94 2.81
Np 15.0 9.8 1.58 1.52 8.15 12.9 1?.4
^2 17.6 11.0 1.74 1.70 1.1 1.91 1.87
A 14.4 9.8 1.43 1.52 .1 .14 .15
CO2 24.85 15.35 2.46 2.38 .6 1.48 1.43





Xenon 24.2 IS.25 1.00 1.00 95.3 95.3 95.3
Ne 10.1 5.45 .42 .40 .1 .04 .04
II2 15.0 9.8 .66 .60 3.7 2,44 2.2?
O2 17.6 11.0 .73 .68 .7 .51 .48
ICr 21.1 14.2 .87 .87 .2 .17 .17
100.0 9:^.46 98.21














was under a positive pressin*e relative to atmospheric, This pre-
vented invrard lealiin;;^ of air, so that most of the iii^urities pre-
sent coLild be attributed to those originally present in the gas
containers ptjirchased. In rerjard to these original iDpurities, we
note tliat the percentage allowed is small, Fi-j*thermore such io-
pnrities are primarily air constituents. Table XVII shows that
the molecular stopping povrer of nitrogen, 03ygen, and argon are g ll
very close together, so tliat snail amounts of one gas in the other
as impurity would have an extremely small effect on stopping power.
6, Possible Errors I^-.e to Air Lealiage Durin.*^ Experiment ,
It was discovered during most of the ejipcriments on the gases
that the gas chamber pressi^e increased slowly, ly varj^'ing amoiints
at different times. At the worst, this change amounted to about 25^
of the initial pressure. This indicated a leak of some kind into
the gas system during operation. Continual monitoring of the pres-
sure indicated ths.t such leaking occurred at a fairly constant rate
for a single filling, although the rate varied from one day to the
ne:ct. The errors due to such lealcing could be alloxjed for therefore,
provided the type of gas leaking were Icnoini, It might be possible
that the lealcages were either of air, or of the gas being studied,
throu^ the filling system. The possibility also existed that a
combination of both effects in imJcnown proportions occun^ed.
Great precautions were ta3:en to reduce this effect to a minimum,
and frequent observation \/as made on the rate of leaJ:age into the
chamber \rit'h no gas present, Eccept for a couple of tijnes i;'iien
definite air-lealqstge was shown (data taJccn on these days showed radi-

cal depnrtvxes ftcan otlier data on the s£!ne gas, and \iere discarded),
no appreciable press'.ire cb.an{;e vra,5 discovered in the evacuated and
closed ^as chatiber over periods of several hoiirs diaratlon.
Despite these checks for air leaks, the effect persisted during
periods that ^a-ses biing studied uere in the S7sten, After sone dis-
cussion i/ith other persons in the departnentj of physics and ctaenistry
\n±io ^rorked vdth high vacuuiis, it ires concluded that the effect \j8.s
due to the entrj^^ment of Eiinute bubbles of :^s in the stop-cock
grease at the stop-cock xviiich occurred during the filling process.
Such bubbles gradually traveled to the lo\/ pressure port and dis-
char;;;ed the gas into the chanber. The proninence of such effect de-
pends upon mzQij factors - type of stop-cock iised, type of vacuun
grease used, amount of vacuum grease applied, pressr^ire vrith uhich the
valve of the stop-cock is forced onto its seat. It is caicluded that
the main difficuJ.ty was due to 'ase of a type of i^rease used for ordi-
nary checiical applications, but not especially siited for high vacuum
work. For futre \rarkers, Apiezon, Type II, grease, applied strictly
in accordance idth instr-.ctions on the label and in sparing quantities,
is recoixiended.
Notwithstanding the failure to reduce the effect of pressure
change to zero, the c^erimeiits made and preca^itions taJien insured
that a negligible proportion v;as due to air lea3:age. All that is
necessary for ovir analysis is to loiov; the precise value of gas pres-
siire in the chamber at the tiiie that a resonance peak is measured.
Since the j-jressure in the system at various tines during the se-
quence of jruns was recorded, and folloi/ed very closely a linear

change \iith tine, pressures and variables dependent -upon tine can be
deteniined thrcfugh a siriple linear formula for each gas filling.
Tliese formulas vdll be given in the compilation of data where the!7
apply,
B, Stopping PowexT Results - Foils ,
1, Determination of Bnerrcy of Displaced PeaJcs, Foils Inserted .
Tables XIX and XX shov; the tabulated data and results of deter-
mination of displaced peak energy values (E^ ). The values of I
,
the displaced peaJc position on a magnet current scale, are given ty
the yield plots (Figure o(b), for e^can^le). The values of Eq' are
then determined from the calibration aarves (Figure 9). The proper
calibration cixrve to use on any particular day is determined by one
or more calibration points taken in the same sequence of runs. This
is discussed in detail in Section III.H, above,
2* Computation of Foil Stopping Power .
Tables XXI and XXII indicate in tabulated form the computations
for stopping povrer of nicl-cel and copper, respectively. The defini-
tions and methods of computing the variables specified in the column
headings are already completely set forth. Stopping po\/er is com-
puted both in the "e2q)erimental" imits and also, as atcoic stopping
power, in those units closer to basic theory. A column is provided
for tabulation of values of ^/ ZT' , Since Bolir's theory for
stopping of slow particles in heavy media provides that stopping
pov/er is proportional to zV3 (Equation I-B-74.)> such a tabulation
gives a better means of comparing the rcs'alts of stopping power ex-

Table XIX.
Detemination of Shifted ]^esonance Peak Positions in the Energy





I» log I» ^log E^ ^0
(Ilev) (amp) (May)
.OEnll IJi-1 8-29-52 .6714 .7848 1.8948 1.9241 ,8397
It II
,8756 .8696 1.9393 0.0115 1.0268
n 9-26-52 ,9875 .9150 1.9614 0.0517 1.1264
,05mil Mi-2 1-19-53 .6696 ,7908 1,8981 r.9245 .8404
n II
.8740 .8776 1.9433 0.0107 1.0249
,
n II
.9358 .9015 1.9550 0.0330 1.0790
m n 1-21-53 .6696 .7955 1.9006 1.9274 .8461
M ti n .8740 .8823 1.9456 0,0130 1.0304
U If It ,9358 .9075 1.9578 0.0360 1.0864
.04 mil Ni 10-16-52 .6714 .7720 1.8876 r.9084 .8098
n n
,8756 .8620 1,9355 0,0027 1.0062
n II
.9374 .8860 1.9474 0,0261 1.0619
It 10-17-52 .6319 .7560 1.8785 1.8905 .7771
f? If
,9875 .9069 1.9576 0.0435 1.1053
It 10-25-52 .4441 .6681 1.8248 1.7870 .61?3
m ti 10-28-52 ,9374 .8868 1.9478 0.0270 1.0641
u n 10-31-52 ,9:^74 .8870 1.9479 0.0283 1.0673
.04 mil Ni 12-19-52 ,9875 .9145 1.9612 0.0440 1.1066
11 1-9-53 .6696 .7765 1.8901 1,9080 .8091
N ri
.8740 .8650 1.9370 1.9986 .9968
.03 mil Nl 1-22-53 .6696 .7519 1.8762 1.8840 .7656
n tf
,8740 .8427 1.9257 1.9805 .9561
IT n
.9358 .8707 1,9399 0.0079 1.0184
Notes
:
* The dates not only serve to identif3'- the various sets of
data extracted from plotted yield curves, but nlso
indicate the proper calibration curve to use (Fig. 9),
§ Obtained from calibrction curves (Fig. 9), v/ith use of
Tnbles XIV and XV.




Determination of Shifted Resonance PeeJc Positions in the Energy





I» log I» log E5 E*
-"0
(Mev) (amp) (T-ev)
•05 rail Cu 12-2-52 • 3507 .6310 1.8000 1.7372 .5460
II tt
• 6763 .7860 1.8954 1.9215 .8346
11 IT
.8799 .8735 1.9413 0.0080 1.0186
It II
.9415 ,8970 ' 1.9528 0.0298 1.0710
ti 12-3-52 .6319 .7705 1.8868 1.8996 .7936
n n
.9875 .9212 1.9644 0.0485 1.1182
It 12-18-52 .4419 .6760 1.8P99 1.7956 .6246
Jl II n
.5696 .7834 1.8940 T.918B .8P95
# " If .8740 .8710 1.9400 0.0073 1.0170
# " i» .9358 .8960 1.9523 0.0307 1.0732
^
n 1-12-53 .6696 .7860 1.8954 1.9P03 .83P3
//
n
" (Hn) .6696 .7855 1.8951 1.9210 .8:^37
0.1 r.ll Cu 1-2P-53 .4419 .7580 1.8797 1.8877 .V721
IT »i
.5596 .8485 1.9287 1.9819 .959?
II rt
.8735 .9214 1.9644 0.0515 1.1259
# Appreciable carbon accumulation indicated.
See nlso the notes in Table XIX.
-//7-

Table :^i:i (lV/o Peges)
Stopping Power Conputation for Nickel
Line Foil
Foil
Thickness Eo E& AE Ea
Num'ber (mg/cm^) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev)
1 .05mil Nl-1 1.150 671.4 839.7 use. 3 755.6
2 f» n 875.6 1026.8 151.2 951.2
3 ti ff 987.5 1126.4 138.9 1057.0
4 .05mil Ni-2 1.175 669.6 840.4 170.8 755.0
5 tt ff 874.0 1024.9 150.9 949.4
6 tf ff 935.8 1079.0 143.2 1007.4
./ 7
tf If 669.6 846.1 176.5 757.8
^ 8 ff ff 874.0 1030.4 156.4 952.2
ip 9 t» ff 935.8 1086.4 150.6 1011.1
10 .04 mil Ni 0.977 671.4 809.8 138.4 740.6
11 rt tf 875.6 1006.2 130.6 940.9
12 •1 tf 937.4 1061.9 124.5 999.6
13 If tf 631.9 777.1 145.2 704.5
14 tr fr 987.5 1105.3 117,3 1046.4
15 f? ff 444.1 612.3 168.2 528,2
.!a6 n II 937.4 1064.1 126.7 1000.8
#17 n tl 937.4 1067.3 129.9 1002.4
18 .04 mil Ni 0,977 987.5 1106.6 119.1 1047.0
19 tf f» 669.6 809.1 139.5 739.4
20 ft tf 874.0 996.8 122.8 935.4
21 .03 mil Ni 0.640 669.6 765.6 96.0 717.6
22 ff ff 874.0 956.1 82.1 915.0
23 ff ft 935.8 1018.4 82.6 977.1






































7 Carbon accumnlati on renders invalid.
8 t» TT TT ft
9 ft tt If w
10 negl. 741 141.7 13,80
11 n 941 133.7 13,02
12 ft 1000 127.4 12.42
13 ti 704 148,7 14.48
14 i» 1046 120,4 11.74
15 1.2 527 172,0 16.78
16 Carbon accuunilation renders invalid.
17 (f n ft tt
18 ngl. 1047 122,0 11,89
19 TI 739 142,8 13.91
20 n 935 125.7 12.25
21 tt 718 150,0 14.62
22 n 915 128,2 12,50
























# Values tabulated in these columns to be multiplied by 10-15
-//y -

Table XXII» (Two Pages)




Thickness Eo ^; AE \
(mg/cm ) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev)
1 .05 mil Cu 1.155 350.7 546.0 195.3 448,4
2 »» ft 676.3 834.6 158.3 755.5
3 n n 879.9 1018.6 138.7 949,2
4 IT n 941.5 1071,0 129.5 1006.2
5 n tf 631.9 793.6 161.7 712.8
6 n ff 987.5 1118.2 130.7 1049.6
7 n II 441.9 624.6 182.7 533.2
,f 8 n ft 669.6 829.5 159.9 749.6
# 9 R II 874.0 1017.0 143.0 945,5
#10 n II 935.8 1073.2 137.4 1004.5
#11 ft n 669.6 83?.
3
162.7 751,0
#12 n II 669.6 833.7 164.1 751.6
13 0.1 mil Cu 2.20 441.9 772.1 330.2 607.0
14 n II 669.6 959.2 289.6 814.4
15 It It 873.5 1125.9 252.4 997.8










Line ^E \ Power Stpg.Power Error,
(kev) (kev) (kev-cm^/ing) (ev-cm^) fo
1 1.9 446 169.0 17.86 5.815 1.5
2 negl. 755 137.0 14.48 4.715 2.0
3 n 949 120.0 12.68 4.13 2.0
4 n 1006 112.0 11.83 3.85 2.0
5 n 713 139.9 14.78 4.81 1.5
6 ft 1050 113.1 11.95 3.89 2.0
7 1.4 532 158.0 16.70 5.44 1.5
8 CarborI accumiilation renders invalid.
9 ft If tt tf
10 n n n «
11 n n It tt
12 ft n n n
13 4.1 603 150.1 15.87 5.165 1.5
14 2.4 812 131.6 13.90 4.525 1.5
15 1.4 996 114.7 12.11 3.94 1.5




perincnts on different elements.
3y Discussion of Errors in Experimental Data and Results ,
Probable errors in the individual values of stopping power ob-
tained are difficult to judge accurately, but even an approxinate
idea of such deviations would be useful.
Values obtained frora the literature for the resonance energy
values used are probably correct to about i 1 kev on the average.
Some are knoxm iri.th better accuracy, since they are quoted to tenths
of a kev, Ilany other peak values are determined in relation to
those fei; peaks x/hose energy have been accurately obtained ty abso-
lute methods, and thus their error may be much larger, ^he value of
1 kev is considered a rough average for all those used herein.
Errors in target thickness are lilcely to be of the same order
of magnitude. However, although such errors aCfect the values taken
for Eq , they cause at the sane time an en^oneous shift in the cali-
bration carve used which introduces an error of the sane order of
magnitude in the value of E©*, Thus for J^E , these two errors
largely cancel. We \dll therefore neglect such errors.
The important errors to be considered in Eq* are due to error
in obtaining the proper value of I* (value of shifted peak position
in tlie magnet current spectrum) and to an error in choice of the C£ili-
bration curve used. In regard to the former it must be noteci that
the stopping phenomenon not only shifts the peak but also broadens
it, so that the position of the naximun point is more difficult to
estioato. Whereas the undeviated peak can be judged to an acciui'acj''
of about 0,1 milliamperes, or about 0,2 kev, the deviated peak has a

greater pcrobable error - probably on the order of 1 kev.
In regard to the error from calibration inaccuracies, let us
refer to Section III.H \'^erein a typical value of probable error
is about 1,7 kev bry use of the mean curve. We can inprove on this,
however, since \;e determine one or Eiore calibration points during a
given day's sequence of operations. A value of 1 kev should be
about the proper vnlue for this error.
Summarizing the above, we see that the probable error in Eq'
is about 1,4. kev and about 1 kev for Eq, so that the probable
error fton the difference of these two is about 1,7 kev. We feel
it necessary to add to this an estimate for Sc^rface impurities,
primal^ily carbon, of about 1,4. kev (see Section IV,A,3.)« This
gives a final probable error in A E of about 2,2 l;cv.
The percentage error i/hich tliis figLire provides depends on the
value of A E, Reference to Ta.bles XXI and XXII indicates that the
probable error varies from 0*7^ for tliidc foils and low proton ener-
gies to 2.7^ for thin foils and hi^h proton energies, '^o talce into
accoimt the possible increase in path length at loi; energies, let
us raise the loiter figure to 1 kev.
It has already been shown in Section III,B, tlict the probable
error in foM thicknesses is about 1,1^, This means that the
probable error in values for foil stopping povrer v^iries between 1,5^
and 3^« Tables XXI and XXII tabulate the estimates of probable
eirror for individual values of stopping poi/er.
It must be emphasized that the probable errors given are based



















errors, \nth positive and negative errors eqiially likely. Farther-
more this aaalysis does not guarantee that unknown errors of either
a consistent or random nat'ore have not caused the tabulated values
of probable error to be lesc than they should be,
C. Stopping; Power Results ~ Gases «
! Ener.'xy Loss in Windov; Foils ,
It is evident that in obtaining the energy loss tlirou^ the gas
in the diamber, it is necessary not only to subtract Eq from Eq'
,
but from this difference to subtract the energy loss in the window
foil (Equation II-B-9). Since for windows we used the sane foils
on which the stopping power neasiJrecients were made, we can deternine
the value of vrindow foil energy loss, AEp , t[,- mak±ng use of a
chart whereon is dravm for each foil used a curve showing foil
energy loss versus proton eirergy at the foil entrance, E^'. Using
the data provided in Table XXI and XXII, this can be readily accom-
plished. Figure 10 gives these curves. It should be noted that
certain points are plotted \Mch indicate clearly the effect of
carbon accunulation. Such data enable one to maJce a better estimate
of A Ep so as to include carbonizing when appropriate,
2, Ener;^ of Displaced Peaks, Gases and Window Foils Inserted ,
These values are determined precisely as they are for the case
of foils alone (Section IV.B,1). Tables XXIII-XXVII, inclusive,
show this determination,
^, Determination of the Fornula for Atomic Stop-ping Power of Gases .
The fundamental conversion formulas for stopping power have al-

rcac3y been eteluated. It is necessary ho^^evcr to develop a formula
uhich \ri.ll {p.ve atonic stopping po\jer as a function of gas tenpera-
t-ire (T), pressure (p), and bean energy lose. The other factctr,
path distance, is alreadj'' knoim fron measurenent of the lenr^h of
the gas chanber (Fig are 4.). This distance, Ax, is 10,5t en, Fron
Section I,A., i;e see tliat
Cr (ev-cm2) - IQ^ . ^^ ^ , (lV-C-1)
U 10,56
\-rfiere A E is neastired in kev.
The gas pressures used are so loii that the ideal gas relations
are sufficiently acci:irate for our purposes. Then, under standard
conditions,
Hcrp = 6.023 X 10^3 . ^ (IV-0-2)




^^ • %TP » (lV-C-3)
vriiere p is measured in centineters of mercury, and T is measured
in degrees Kelvin,
Combination of the above formula gives the relation sought
:






Since p and T are functions of tine (Section IV,A,6), it is possible
to determine G as a function of time for each gas filling. Table

Table XXIII,
Detemination of shifted Resonance Peak Positions in the





I» log I» "log E^ Ei
(amp) (Mev)
,04 mil Nl . 10.-27-•52 ,3438 .5820 1.8338 1.8040 .6368
If tt
,4441 .7237 1.8596 1.8543 .7150
It It
,6006 .7846 1.8946 1.9225 .8356
n It
,6714 .8132 1.9102 1.9525 .8964
It II
,8756 .8936 1.9511 0.0318 1.0760
It It
,9374 .9164 1.9621 0.0533 1.1306
.04 nil Ni 10--28-•52 ,3438 .6852 1.8358 1.8085 .6434
n 11
.4441 ,7255 1.8606 1.8563 .7183
It n
,6006 .7856 1.8952 1.9234 .8383
It n
.6714 .8150 1.9112 1.9544 .9003
II n
.8756 .8940 1.9513 0.0321 1.0767
It II
,9374 .9158 1.9623 0.0535 1.1311
,03 mil Ni 1--23-.53 .3413 .7050 1.8482 1.8295 .6753
n t»
.4419 .7413 1.8700 1.8716 .7440
n n
.6696 .8P.69 1.9175 1.9622 .9165
tt n
.8740 .9045 1.9544 0.0368 1.0884
tt tt
,9358 .9279 1.9675 0.0580 1.1429
Obtained from calibration curves (Fig. 9) , with the use of




Determination of Shifted Resonance Peak Positions in the







log I« *log E^,
(Mev)
.04 mil Ni 10-29-52 .3438 .7492 1.8746 1.8837 .7651
It ft
.4441 .7852 1.8950 1.9238 .8391
n n
.6006 .8427 1.9P57 1.9840 .9638
n It
.6714 .8668 1.9379 0.0077 1.0179
n n
.8756 .9370 1.9717 0.0740 1.1858
.04 mil Ni 10-30-52 .3433 .6978 1.8437 1.8P35 .6660
i» ft
.4441 .7415 1.8701 1.8750 .7499
n II
,6006 .7990 1.9025 1.9385 .8680
n It
.8756 .9054 1.9568 0.0450 1.1092
n It
.9374 .9280 1.9675 0.0658 1.1636
.04 mil Ni 10-30-52 .8756 .9080 1.9581 0.0474 1.1153
p.m.





Determination of Shifted Resonance Peak Positions in the
Energy Spectrtan, with Neon Gas and l/indow Foil Inserted in
the Beam.






log I» *log E^
(Mev)
#




.4419 .7572 1.8792 1.8910 ,7780
n n
.5986 .8180 1,9128 1.9553 .9022
n n
.6696 .8440 1,9263 1.9810 .9572
It tf
,8740 .9210 1.9643 0.0535 1.1311
n n
.9358 .9452 1.9755 0.0746 1.1874
ri' •05mll Ni-2 1-21-53 .3413 ,7220 1.8585 1.8475 .7039
n »i
.4419 .7617 1.3818 1.8921 .7800
n »f
.6696 .8469 1.9P78 1.9802 .9554
ft « • It
.8740 .9250 1.9661 0.0535 1.1311
n It
.9358 .9466 1.9762 0.0725 1.1817
Obtained from calibration curves (Fig. 9) , with the use of
Tables XIV and XV.
" Foil was blackened by heavy carbon deposit during runs on
20 January. Target thickness ivas checked before use on
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I» log I' "log E&
(Mev)(Mev) (amp)
.04 mil Ni 1-9-53 ,4419 ,7518 1,8761 1,8818 ,7617
n tt
,5986 ,8L30 1,9101 1.9472 ,8855
»f f»
,6696 ,842f? 1.9254 1.9765 ,9473
tt If
,8740 .9206 1.9641 0,0515 1.1259
,05 mil Cu 1-12-53 ,3413 .7070 1.8494 1,8332 .6811
ir »
.4419 .7492 1.8746 1.8814 .7610
t» n
.5986 ,8110 1.9090 1.9478 .8867
If •t
,6696 .8404 1.9245 1.9775 .9495
n «t
,8740 .9170 1.9624 0,0503 1.1228
n tt
,9358 .9394 1,9729 0,0705 1.1762





Determination of Shifted Resonance Peak Positions in the





I' log I» *log E^ E»
(Mev) (arap)
•05 rail Cu 1-14-53 .3413 .7270 1.8615 1.8572 .7198
n It
.4419 .7728 1.8881 1.9080 .8091
ff n
.5986 .8268 1.9174 1.9645 .9215
n tt
,6696 .8561 1.9325 1.9932 .9845
fi n
.8740 ,9292 1.9681 0.0613 1.1516
.05 nil Ni-2 1-19-53 .3413 .7351 1.8663 1.8635 .7303
It tt
.4419 .7747 1.8891 1.9073 .8078
ft tt
.5986 .8300 1.9191 1.9647 .9219
T n
.6696 .8581 1.9335 1.9923 .9824
tt ft
.8740 .9517 1.9785 0.0791 1.1998




Table XXVIII. (Two Pages)
Computation of G(t)
,
a Factor Required in Com-





Date Initial: Initial: Initial: Initial: G(t)









10-28-52 297.4 2.076 70.1 9:45 70.,1 - 0.847(t-9.25)
298,9 2.20 66.5 14:00
1-23-53 298.1 3.915 37.25 - 37.25
(b) Argon
10-29-52 297.5 5.29 55.1 10:15 55,.1 -0.392(t-10.25)
298.8 5,60 53,3 14:50
10-30-52 297,8 3.10 94.0 12:30 94,,0 + 0.20(t-12.5)
a.m. 299,2 3.09 94.8 16:30
10-30-52 299,2 3.25 90,1 _ 90.1
p.m.
(c) Neon
298,0 4,685 62,25 13:27 62. 25-0.925(t-13.45)1-20-53
298,2 4.815 60,6 15:14
1-21-53 298,0 4.28 68,2 11:05 68.2
298.0 4.39 66.4 11:25 66.4
298,0 4.515 64.6 13:10 64.6
298.5 4.85 60.25 14:00 60.S5
298.5 4.86 60.1 14:10 60.1

























































1-19-53 298.4 3.36 87.0 16:00 87.0
Values tabxilated are to be multiplied by 10-18
^/33'-

XXVIII sho\;s the val'oes of G(t) for each sequence of runs in
gtudj^-ing gas stopping poijer.
/t,9 Conpuoation of Oas StoTppinr; Foxier ,
Tables XXIX throuja XXXIII, inclusive, give the computations in
tabulated form for stopping pouer of the gases nitrogen, argon,
neon, Icrypton, and xenon. The various factors involved have al-
read^"" been fully defined and explained. The results are expressed
in the sane imits as the foil stopping power, and vdth the saiae end
in view, (See Section IV, B, 2)
5» Discussion of Errors in Gas Stopping Povrer Resu.lt
s
.
As in the case vith the foils, i;e should expect the probable
error in position of the undeviated peak to be on the order of 1 k«v.
Errors in the value of the shifted peal<: are, as before, about 1,4. kev.
Wo have to subtract from the energy shift the energy loss in the
\d.ndou foil. The values of the curves plotted in Fig^.re 10 are
correct to rouglily 2 kev, and an additional 1,5 kev variation in the
stopping power of the carbon film is estimated. These probable
errors conblne statistically to give an over-all probable error in
AE of about 3 kev. This anovmts to about 1% for large values of
AE and up to J^% for the smallest values of energy loss in the gas.
The probable error in pressure readings is estimated to be 1%,
and the uncertainty in the cjaality and quantity of inpujities,
though doubtful, is taken to cause probable eirors in stopping
poxjcr of about 1% for nitrogen and argon, and about 2% for the
rarer gases.

Table XXIX. (Ttiree Pages)
COBBputation of stopping Power of Nitrogen {^^)




1 .04 mil Ni 10-27-52 11:00 636.8 164.5 472.3
2 n n 12:30 715.0 154.5 560.5
3 n It 13:45 836.6 141.0 695.6
4 n « 15:00 896.4 136.5 759.9
5 It ft 16:00 1076,0 124.0 952.0
6 It ft 17:00 1130.6 120.0 1010.6
7 .04 mil Ni 10-23-52 10:30 643.4 165.5 477.9
8 It n 11:15 718.3 155.5 562.8
9 n n 12:15 838.3 142.5 695.8
10 It ti 13:00 900.3 137.5 762.8
11 It n 13:30 1076.7 125.0 951.7
12 If It 14:00 1131.1 121.5 1009.6
13 .03 mil LTi 1-23-53 13:50 675.3 102.5 578.8
14 n tt 14:05 744.0 97.5 646.5
15 It It 14:20 916.6 86.5 830.1
16 ft It 14:40 1088.4 79.0 1009.4
17 n II 14:55 1142,9 77.0 1065.9
Allowance made for slight carbonization of foil on 27 and










^E ^ F'^'Ctor for
Impurities
(Divide)
(kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev)
1 343.8 128.5 408,0 negl. 406 1.0
2 444.1 116.4 502,3 u 501 If
3 600,6 95.0 648,1 n 648 It
4 671.4 88,5 715.6 If 716 n
5 875.6 76.4 913.8 H 914 n
6 937.4 73.2 974.0 n 974 n
7 343.8 134.1 410.8 1.0 409 V
8 444.1 118.7 503.4 negl. 502 It
9 600.6 95.2 648.2 ti 648 If
10 671.4 91.5 717.1 n 717 It
11 875.6 76.1 913.6 It 914 ft
12 937.4 72.2 973,5 IT 973 ft
13 341.3 231,5 457.0 2.7 452 It
14 441.9 204.6 544.2 1.8 541 ft
15 669.6 160.5 749,8 negl. 748 ft
16 874.0 135,4 941.7 fi 942 If













1 128,5 72.3 9.30 4.86 400 4.0
2 115.4 It 8.42 4.40 362 4.0
3 95.0 n 6.87 3.59 296 4.5
4 88.5 n 6.40 3.34 275 4.5
5 76.4 n 5.53 2.89 238 4.5
6 73.2 if 5.30 2.77 228 4.5
7 134.1 69.5 9.32 4.87 401 4.0
8 118.7 68.8 8.16 4.26 351 4.0
9 95.2 68.0 6.47 3.38 278 4.0
10 91.4 67.3 6.15 3.21 264 4.5
11 76 .,1 66.9 5,09 2.66 219 4.5
12 72.2 66.5 4.80 2.51 207 4.5
13 231.5 37.25 8.62 4.50 371 2.5
14 204.6 ft 7.62 3.98 328 3.0
15 160.5 ft 5.98 3.12 257 3.5
16 135.4 » 5.05 2.64 217 3.5
17 130.1 If 4.85 2.53 209 4.0
* 1ft
Data in this column to be multiplied by 10
# Data in these colunns to be nmltiplied by 10-15
-/37-

Table XXX. (Two Pages)
Computation of Stopping Power of /jgon
Line Foil Date Time
^i *AEp ^3
(ker) (kev) (kev)
1 • 04 mil Ni 10-29-52 10:30 765.1 152.0 61?. 1
2 n It 11:15 839.1 144.5 694.6
3 It n 12:30 963.8 134.5 829.3
4 11 If 13:00 1017.9 130.5 887.4
5 n n 14:00 1185.8 120.0 1065.8
6 ft 10-30-52 13:15 666.0 164.5 501.5
7 If It 14:00 749.9 154.5 595.4
8 ti It 14:45 860.0 144.0 724.0
.9 n It 15:30 1109.2 126.0 983.2
10 n n 16:00 1163.6 122.5 1041.1
11 If " (pm) 17:30 1115.3 126.0 989.3







^E \ Factor for
^-^0 *(E^+I^) Dflpurities
(kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (Divide)
1 343.8 269.3 478.4 2.8 476 1.0
2 444.1 250.5 569.3 2.5 567 It
3 600.6 228,7 714.9 1.7 713 It
4 671.4 216.0 779.4 1.4 778 M
5 875.6 190.2 970,7 negl. 971 H
6 343.8 157,7 422.6 1.3 421 It
7 444.1 151,3 519,7 1.0 519 ft
8 600,6 123.4 662.3 negl. 662 ft
9 875.6 107.6 929.4 It 929 ft
10 937,4 103.7 989,2 It 989 ft




Corrected * ^<^. At.




1 269.3 55,0 14.81 5.66 224 2.0
2 250.5 54.7 13.71 5.24 207 2.5
3 228.7 54.2 12.39 4.73 187 2.5
4 216.0 54.0 11.66 4.45 176 2.5
5 190.2 53.6 10.20 3.89 154 3.0
6 157.7 94.2 14.87 5.68 224.5 3.5
7 151.3 94,3 14.28 5.45 216 3.5
8 123,4 94.5 11.67 4.45 176 4.0
9 107.6 94.6 10.19 3.89 154 4.0
10 103.7 94.7 9.82 3.75 148.5 4.0
11 113.7 90.1 10.24 3.91 155 4.0
* —18
Data in this column to be multiplied by 10~




Table XXXI. (Two Pages)
Computation of Stopping Pov/er of Neon




1 .05 mil Nl-2 1-20-53 13:35 700.3 190.0 510.3
2 n tt 13:55 778.0 179.0 599.0
3 n It 14:15 902.2 165.5 736.7
4 n ff 14:30 957.2 160.0 797.2
5 n n 14:50 1131.1 144.5 986.6
6 It It 15:05 1187.4 140.0 1047.4
7 It 1-21-53 11:05 703.9 198.0 505.9
8 tt tt 11:25 780.0 185.5 594.5
9 n It 13:10 955,4 164.5 790.9
10 It It 14:00 1131.1 146.0 985.1
11 It n 14:10 1181.7 141.0 1040.7
The foil was blackened by heavy carbon deposit during run on
20 January. Carbonized target checked for stopping power and





= 5e Em Factor for
H'^o i(Eo^-Ej») Impurities
(kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (Divide)
1 341.3 169.0 425.8 1.5 424 1.081
2 441.9 157.1 520.4 1,1 519 1.080
3 598.6 138.1 667.6 negl. 668 1.078
4 669.6 127.6 733.4 n 733 1,078
5 874.0 112.6 930.3 w 930 1.076
6 935.8 111.6 991.6 It 992 1.075
7 341.3 164.6 423.6 1.5 422 1.081
8 441.9 152.6 518.2 1,0 517 1.080
9 669.6 121.3 730.2 negl. 730 1.078
10 874.0 111.1 929.5 It 929 1.076
















1 156.2 62,1 9.70 4.50 290 3.5
2 145.4 61.8 8.99 4.17 269 3.5
3 128.1 61.5 7.88 3.66 235.5 4.0
4 118.4 61.3 7.26 5.37 217 4.0
5 104.7 61.0 6.38 2.97 191 4.0
6 103.8 60.7 6.30 2.93 188 4.0
7 152.1 68.2 10.37 4.82 310 3.5
8 141.3 66.4 9.38 4,35 280 3.5
9 112.6 64.6 7.27 3.38 217 4.0
10 103.3 60,25 6.22 2.89 186 4.0
11 97.6 60.1 5.86 2.73 175 4.0
Data in this colxann to be multiplied by 10~-^° ,
T^ Data in these colianns to be multiplied by 10"^ .
-~/y^/-

Table X?CX:iI» (Two Pages)
Computation of stopping Power of Klrypton
Line Foil Date Time
^i
(key) (kev)(ker)
1 .04 mil Nl 1-9-53 pm 15:10 761.7 146.0 615.7
2 n ft 15:45 885.5 134.5 751.0
3 It n 16:05 947.3 130.0 817.3
4 n n 16:35 1125.9 118.5 1007.4
5 .05 mil Cu l-12-53nn 13:25 681.1 178.5 50S.6
6 ft ti 13:55 761.0 169.0 592.0
7 ti It 14:15 886.7 156.0 730.7
8 n n 14:45 949.5 152.0 797.5
9 n n 15:00 1122.8 158.0 984.8
10
...
n It 15:20 1176.2 133.0 1043.2





ST. Ftn Factor for
Dnpiirities
(kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (kev) (Divide)
1 441.9 173.8 528.8 1.3 527 1.0
2 598.6 152.4 674.8 negl. 675 n
3 669.6 147.7 743,4 »t 743 It
4 874,0 133.4 940.7 II 941 It
5 341.3 161.3 421.9 1.4 420 n
6 441,9 150.1 516.9 1.0 516 11
7 598,6 132,1 664.6 negl. 665 It
8 669.6 127.9 733.5 It 733 H
9 874.0 110,8 929,4 It 929 It




Corrected * ^ <r,At.
7^1/3
Stopping Proh.
Line Ae G stopping Pcwer Error,
(kev) (LlTllt. ) Power (keT-cm^/mg) 5?'
1 173.8 122.7 21.3 6.46 153.5 3.5
2 152.4 117.8 17.95 5.44 129 3.5
3 147.7 114.9 16.98 5.15 122 3.5
4 133.4 110.7 14.77 4.48 106.5 4.0
5 161.3 140.3 22.65 6.87 163 3.5
6 150.1 138,2 20,75 6.29 149.5 3.5
7 132.1 136.8 18.07 5.48 130 4.0
8 1?7.9 134.7 17.21 5.22 124 4.0
9 110.8 133.7 14.81 4.49 107 4.0
10 107.4 132.3 14.22 4.31 102.5 4.0
* —18
Data in this column to be multiplied by 10"
# Data in these columns to be multiplied by 10-15
— /^3 —

Table XXKIII, (IWo Pages)
Computation of Stopping Power of Xenon
*
Line Foil Date Time AEj,
^
(kev) (kev) (kev)
1 •05 mil Cu 1-14--53 10:35 719.8 183.5 536.3
2 n n 11:05 809.1 17P.5 636.6
3 n If 11:10 921.5 161.0 760.5
4 n n 11:20 984.5 154.5 830.0
5 n II 11:35 1151.6 139.5 1012.1
6 .05mil Ni-2 1-19-•53 14:00 730.3 184.5 545.8
7 »f 11 14:15 807.8 174.0 633,8
8 n It 14:30 921.9 161.5 760,4
9 ft It 14:40 982.4 155.5 826.9
10 It 11 16:00 1199.8 136.0 1063.8
Allowance made for carbonization of window foil (Fig. 10)
.
Correction








1 341.3 195,0 438.8 2.0 457 .985
2 441.9 194.7 539.2 1.6 538 .985
3 598.6 161.9 679.5 negl. 679 .984
4 669.6 1G0.4 749.8 ti 750 .983
5 874.0 138.1 943.0 It 943 .982
6 341.3 204,5 443.5 2.2 441 .985
7 441.9 191.9 537.8 1.6 536 ,985
8 598.6 161.8 679.5 negl. 679 .984
9 669.6 157.3 748.2 rt 748 .983








Line /IE G stopping Pov/er
(kev-cm /mg)
Error,
(kev) (Mult.) Power 1o
1 198.0 132.9 26,3 6.96 120,5 3.5
2 197,8 126.9 25.1 6.64 115 3.5
3 164.7 125.9 20,72 5.48 95 3.5
4 163.3 123.9 20.22 5.35 92,7 3.5
5 140.6 120.9 16.99 4.49 77.8 4.0
6 208 126.9 26.4 6.98 121 3.0
7 194.9 123.7 24.1 6.38 110.5 3.5
8 164.5 120.5 19.85 5.25 91 3,5
9 160.1 118.3 18.95 5,01 86.9 3.5
10 193.3 87.0 16.8 4.44 77 3,5
* 18
Data in this column to be multiplied by 10 ,
IT Data in these columns to be multiplied by 10" ,
—/y-^ —

Thus, the pcrotable cn'or anounts to 2% to 4.«5/^ for nitrogen and
ar£jon, and 2.5^ to 4^5^ for the other gases studied, Tlie hi^^er
values are valid for smaller values of energy loss, and vice versa.
Tables XXIX throir^ XXXIII include colvjans for the probable errors
computed in this fashion,
D, Strajygling in Stopping Pov/er .
1, Conputation ,
We shall consider £r/ ^"A as the Ecasare of stopping poi;er
straggling, and assume it to be valid for Ejjj
, the mean value of
energy for the protons passing tliroi-igh the stopping nediun. Results
were considered only for the foils. Results for the gases are not
easily obtained by using the technique eirrployed for ovx sto^^ping
pover experiments. There are tvra reasons for this:
(1) Straggling results for uindov foils must be knoim idth great
acciracy in order to subtract such effects from the overall results
provided for gas plus i-d.ndow foil. Such acciiracy tar the foils has
not been obtained,
(2) The statistical spread of the resonance peaks, ijith both gas
and windou foil inserted, is so large that adjacent peal^s interfere
somex/hat \ri.th one another, Tliis introduces uncertainty in how mrach
of the yield data are ascribable to each individual peak.
Table XXXIV gives the data and computations for straggling effect
in proton stopping power. The column headings have already been de-
fined and discussed in T^revious sections. The basic forruila for de-
termination of £t: is equation (II-B-IO),

For reasons which have been ex!)lained in Section III.G,, the




^^® ^ot considered in the final
detemination of J\ ,
In obtainitig the values of Jl ' and il fron the yieldCo
curves the following rules of procedure were used (see Figures 8
(a) and (b) for illustration):
(a) The non-resonance portion of the yield v;as estiriiated and sub-
tracted from the yield values to give only the resonance portion
of the yield for analysis. Tliis is estinated as the level i/hich
the yield coi^ve seens to approach on eitlicr side. Since displace-
ment of the non^resonance portion of the curve should not affect
its height, the sane non-reconance datun level should be tal:en for
corresponding shifted and imshifted pealcs. In case the non-reso-
nance base lines do not appear equal, some cor:'5>rom.se has to be
reached
.
(b) If the pealcs cq^peax Gaussian in sliape, :;e can estii.iate the
standard dev atlon q.ite accurately by taking a hali' of the peak
iddth at 60.6^ of its height above the datvjn level. This is eo.sily
proved by reference to any table of the error fvinction, or nornal
distribution,
(c) If the peak is not Gaus' ian in sh^ape, the steoidard deviatr.on
must be conputed ty numerical analysis in accordance vri.th basic
definition,
(d) The ini-'lucnces of adjacent pcalcri must be subtracted if they

Table XXXIV. (Two Pages)
Computation of Straggling in Stopping
Power of Copper and Kickel Foils
Line Date Foil ^x = Resonance I* F»
Thickness Peak Ener.
(mg/cm^) (kev) (amp)
1 8-29-52 .05mil Ml-1 1.150 669 .7848 2.06
2 10-16-52 .04 mil lit 0,977 669 .7720 2.03
3 ti t» 11 873.5 .8620 2.21
4 10-17-52 II « 630 .7560 2,00
5 r» II n 986 ,9069 2.29
6 10-?,3-52 n n 441.1 .6681 1.79
7 1- 9-53 •1 n 669 .7765 2.04
8 12- 2-52 .05 mil Cu 1.155 340.4 .6310 1.70
9 n n 11 669 .7860 ?.06
10 n n * " 873.5 .8735 2.14
11 n n 1.18 935.3 .8970 2.27
12 12-18-52 It M 669 .7834 2.06
13 n n n 873.5 .8710 2.13
14 ff »i 1.155 935.3 .8960 2.27
^3 added to thickness because of corbonization.
Line
^0 m ^; -fl; nf ^:
(kev) (kev) (m) (kev)
1 839.7 757 4.9 10,10 102.0 39.1
2 809,8 741 4.13 8.39 70.4 9.61
3 1006.2 941 4,5 9.95 99,0 6,25
4 777,1 704 4,5 9.00 81,0 4.41
5 1105.3 1046 4.75 10.88 118.4 4.12
6 612.3 527 6.0 10.74 115.5 28.1
7 809.1 739 4.35 8.87 78.7 12.04
8 546.0 446 4.71 8.00 64.0 23.8
9 834.6 755 4.71 9.70 94.1 27.8
10 1018,6 949 5.18 11.10 123.2 39.0
11 1071.0 1006 5,5 12.49 156.0 42.2
12 829.5 749 4.4 9.06 82.1 7.13
13 1017,0 945, 4,3 9.16 83.9 6.30




Line i^'-n/ ^s /I'^-^'s A.' nf-s^' il^ -av^x.\j \j o
(k«v2) (keT2.cn2/mg)
1 62.9 1.61 2.59 1.66 0.93 62.0 53.9
2 60.8 1.56 2.43 1.66 0.77 60.0 61.4
3 92.75 1.93 3.72 2.82 0.90 91.85 94.0
4 76.6 1.49 2.22 1.47 0.75 75.85 77.6
5 114.3 2.13 4.54 3.60 0.94 113.4 116.2
6 87.4 1.18 1.39 0.72 0,67 86,7 88.8
7 66.7 1.55 2.40 1.66 0.74 66.0 67.6
8 40.2 1.05 1.10 0.43 0.67 39.5 34.2
9 66.3 1.60 2.56 1.66 0.90 65.4 56.5
10 84.2 1.96 3.84 2.82 1.02 83.2 72.0
U 113.8 2.06 4.24 3.24 1.00 112.8 95.5
12 75.0 1.59 2.53 1.66 0.87 74.1 62.8
13 77.6 1.96 3.84 2.82 1.02 76.6 64.9
14 88.5 2.06 4.24 3.24 1.00 87.5 75,6
-/i^?^

seen to bo present to any extent.
For the saJce of coraparison irith theory, values of strangling are
plotted in Figiire 15.
2« Discussion of rJrrprs .
It is difficult to nalce good estiraatcs of probable errors of
straggling results, since maiiy factors of indeteminable size are
present. The best estimate of the size of the random errors can be
gained by noting the si^rcad in the results as tabulated and as
plotted in Fig;:.re 15* It vn.ll be noted that the values for copper
are ijuch nore self-consi stent tliat those for nickel. This nay be
di'.e to the fact that the data for copper were in general talcen at a
later period tlian the data for nickel, and the inprovenent in tech-
nique and procodvires obtained vri.th - ractice tended to riakc later
results nore precise. On the other hand, the anamt of data is not
sufficient to insva?e that sTJich self-consistenqy for the copper re-
sults is nore than pure cliance.
Factors leading to large errors in the straggling results include
s"ach natters as are listed
:
(a) There is reason to think that the target LiF-1, \rfiich was used
for sone of the earlier data is scneirhat uneven. Since the beam
without the foil interposed is concentrated b.it is nore fliffuse with
the foil inter]50sed, the portion of spread in corresponding peai^s due
to target thickness nay not cancel in the subtraction of the peak
variances.
(b) As indicated in Section III,B, very fine, undetectable thick-
ness variations nay cause a strangling effect in addition to the
^v
theoretical stoppirig potrer variations. Tliis error is always positive.
IT ve are xri.lling to accept theoretical predictions in stoppin^j as
roaghl^'' cori'ect, the experinental results may indicate the lade of
appreciable contribution due to this factor. (See Fig- ire 15).
_ /l^V-

V, Stmnary of Results .
The results on stopping power are sumraarized in Table XXXV,
giving the values for stopping poi/er in kev-caa /kg, and in
Table XXXVI which gives the results for atomic stopping power ( C7-)
in ev-cn , Figure 11 gives in graphical fom the i^sul-fc for
stopi^ing pO\;er, while Figures 12, 13, and 14- give in graphical
fom the atomc stop-ping poi/er results expressed as "^/Z •
The results in stopping poorer straggling, eiqiressed as




Table XXXV, ClVfO Pages)
STO,!?'JffiY OF DATA ON STOPPING POIffiR FOR PROTONS
(kev-cm^/mg)
(a) ::ickel (b) Copper







527 172.0 1.5 446 169.0 1.5
704 148.7 2.0 532 158.0 1.5
718 150.0 3.0 603 150.1 1.5
739 142.8 2.0 713 139.9 1.5
741 141.7 2.0 755 137.0 2.0
755 145.3 1.5 812 131.6 1.5
757 146.3 . 1.5 949 120.0 2.0
915 128.2 3.0 996 114.7 1.5
935 125.7 2.0 1006 112.0 2.0







1007 121.9 2.0 (d) nitrogen \¥\)
1046 120.4 2.5
1047 122.0 2,5 Proton Stopping Prob.






(c) ixgon 409 401 4.0
452 371 2.5
Proton Stopping Prob, 501 362 4.0
Energy Power Error, 502 351 4.0
(kev) f. 541 328 3,0
648 278 4.0
421 224.5 3.5 648 296 4.5
476 224 2.0 716 275 4.5
519 215 3.5 717 264 4.5
567 207 2,5 748 257 3.5
662 176 4.0 914 219 4.5
713 187 2.5 914 238 4.5
778 176 2.5 942 217 3.5
929 154 4.0 973 207 4.5
932 155 4.0 974 228 4.5






(e) Neon (f) Krypton
Proton Stopping Prob. Proton Stopping Prob.




422 310 3,5 420 163 3.5
424 290 8.5 516 149.5 3.5
517 280 3.5 527 153.5 3.5
519 269 3.5 665 130 4.0
668 235.5 4,0 675 129 5.5
730 217 4.0 733 124 4.0
733 217 4.0 743 122 3.5
929 186 4.0 929 107 4.0
930 191 4.0 941 106.5 4.0


















SUMMARY OF DATA ON ATOMIC


















































































































































































(•) Neon (f) Krypton
Proton Atomic Prob. Proton Atonle Prob.
Energy Stopping Error, Energy Stopping Error,
(KeT) Povier f , (Ker) Power f
422 10.37 3.5 420 22.65 3.5
424 9.70 3.5 516 20.75 3.5
517 9.38 3.5 527 21.30 3.5
519 8,99 3.5 665 18.07 4.0
668 7.88 4o0 675 17.95 3.5
730 7.27 4,0 733 17.21 4,0
733 7.26 4.0 743 16.98 3.5
929 6.22 4.0 929 14.81 4.0
950 6.38 4.0 941 14.77 4.0
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VI, Conclusion - Discussion of Results ,
A. Ckmparison of Present Results tath Other Published Results ,
1, Stoppin. : Povjer - Conparison with Theory,
In Fifjure 11, ve lis.ve plotted mean curves obtained from our
results on atonic stopping power, Superinposed on our resulting
curves are c^jrves obtained from theoretical predictions. The set
of cui'ves on the right side of the figure are obtained tc use of
equation (I-B-69), as modified tp" incliision of the correction Cg
in the manner indicated by equation (I-D-63)» The values of I^^
were obtained fron llano (1934.), and are listed in Table II, The
values of Cj^ ^,rerc obtained from the gr^hs of Walske (1952), As
this theoretical computation cannot be eaqsected to be very accurate
in the energy region of interest to us
,
(primarily due to the
failure to include corrections far deficicjncy in stopping pov/er of
L and higher shell electrons), it is not surprising that the theo-
retical curves tend toirard too high a value as the proton energy
decreases. It is seen that a snooth curve of transition could easily
be dra\/n from our e^qjerimental curves to approach the theoretical
curves at higher energies.
The coii5)--ted a^rves of Ilir schfelder and llagee (194B), which
traverse the energy region of interest to iis, are plotted for the
gases argon and xenon. Since their approach has included the stopping
povror corrections for all shells, one may expect their curves to
agree better iri.th exporinental data than those based on the older
formulations. In both cases tlie e^qDOrimental curves lie beloi; jrhe
I
theoretical curves ty about 5 to 10^, It would be unreasonable to
expect better agreement (except by accident), since the theoretical
considerations on uhich Hirschfelder and ^'krjee based their analyses
were admittedly approximate.
Livingston and Bethe's (1937) curve for proton atoriic stopping
po\rer in air is likewise plotted, as a rou^ conparison with our
results for nitrogen. Here, too, experiment seens to be about lOjS
below the predictions in this energy region.
Ho effort is made to include the predictions ly Bohr's (1948)
formula for slow particles in heavy media (Equation I-&-24.), since
it is not expected to give quantitatively correct ansx/ers. As a
natter of fact, the formula gives predictions for O^/TT of
2 28.5 ev-cm at 500 kev proton energy and 6.1 ev-cm at 1000 kev
,
Coartparison vdth Figijre 14 shov;s that these values are consistently
hi{^er than experiment by an appreciable amount. The theory can
be checked however for correctness of dependence on Z and v.
The plots of C /Zr' all seem to show that for heavy media the
value of this variable is alraost independent of Z. This conforms
to the predicted variation of atomic stopping power with atcmlc
number - at least for elements of atomic number >.30. The in-
verse dependence on v predicted ty Bohr's theory caji be checked
ty determining from J^igure 11 whether the dependence on E is as
the inverse square root of the latter variable. Since Figure 11
is plotted on a log-log scale, the slope of the curve should deter-
mine this exponent. It is seen that all the curves have a slope of
approximately minus one-half, in accordance vdth the theory. The

heavier :;^ses are more nearly in accord, as is expected. The lifter
gases show a steeper slope, and the netals a soneiiaat less steep
slope* The anomalous results from the netals vd.ll be discussed
in the concluding section,
2. Stopping Po\rer - Comparison vri.th Other Experimental Information ,
The sources of other experincntal information have already been
indicated in Section I,C. Figures 12, 13> and 14. give data on
1/3Cr/Z in such a vray that the coniparison of our results with tliat
reported from other laboratories is readily seen.
In regard to the metals. Figure 12 includes results, attributed
to Kahn, Our curve for copper is about l^s beloi; that of Kahn,
vhich discrepancy is not alarming, Kahn has matched his ciirves to
Warsha\;»s (194-9) work at the 350-4^)0 kev region, but our curve for
copper can be matched vrith W£2rshawls just as easily, i'he data of
1-feidsen (1953) on copper is much different from other experimental
data and is not included. The earlier xxjrk of lladsen and Venkates-
warlu (194c'a) on berylliujn is essentially in agreement v/ith the
curve rp.ven ty Kahn, so that a separate curve for this contribution
is unnecessary in Figiire 12, althouf^ credit is certainly due to
these earlier worlcetrs.
Our data for gases is compared in Fig-.n-e 13 vdth the data frco
the California Institute of Technology up to 600 kev, reported by
Dunbar, et al. (1952) . The work of Weyl (1952) on the lighter gases,
especially on argon, up to tlie maximum ener y he utilized of 4-00 kev,
agrees mth the data fl*om the California Institute of Technology, so
that his rcs"alts are not c^q^licitly included. It can be seen that

our data agree veil vd.th other result c for the lighter sasec. The
data for krypton differ ty a little more than the probable error,
but the ro cults for xenon differ l^ much more tlian the probable
error,
^» CcHrtparison of Results of Stra.^^lln,^ Measurements \rlth. Theory.
There are no experinental measurements of ctoppinj power
strarjgling vith lAich \je can ccsnpare our results on nickel and
copper. Since Madsen and VenkatesT,;arlu»s (194^b) measuresments
for beryllium checked so well \rlth the theory of Bohr (194^),
it is of special interest to check our results id-th theory.
Equations (l-B-95) aJid (I-B-96) provide the relation, accord-
ing to Bohr (19/^), for theoretical prediction of straggling,
Tliey are readily evaluated in the cases of the metals nickel
and copper. We should note that according to ( I-B-96) the number
of effective electrons, Z , becomes about 27 for 500 kev protons
and 39 for 1000 lc«rv protons. Since the latter figure is considerably
more than the total number of electrons in the copper or niclcel atom,
it is obvious that the estimate is too high. We have seen in sub-
section 1, hovrever, that Bohr's use of the Thomas-Fermi model gives
too high an ans\^er for stopping pov/er, iMch leads us to the suspi
cion that the formula obtained from the model (I-B-72) gives too
large a value.
Evaluation of the theoretical predictions according to Livingston
and Bethe (1937) is a little more difficult, (See eq;aation I-B-97),
The values of I^^ arc not knoici precisely, nor is /r easy to evalu-
f
ate. A calculation uas made 5.ndicatliig the contribution made ty the
term in which these constants appear, using 4/3 for each /r and
the ionization ener.^y I^ in place of the average excitation ener-
gy I^ . This gives a value to this expression of about 8.5 for
5D0 kev protons and about 11.5 for 1000 kev protons, valid both for
copper and nickel, For Z' we nust subtract frcan tlie atonic numbers
of the element studM the oscillator strength of the K and L electrons,
in accordance v;ith the criterion of equation (I-D-71), Using the
values ccciputed tfy Honl (1933) for oscillator strength we get for
2» values of 19.S for nickel and 20,8 for copper.
The theoretical curves and experimental data are plotted in
Figure 15 • It can be seen tliat our reacts are too scattered to per-
mit us to maJce ai^y positive statements. The foUovdng conclusions seen
to be indicated, however: The theory of Livingston and Bethe is im-
perfect in that it does not permit gradual changes in the value of
Z* , the effective number of electrons; that of Bohr takes account
of this change ^Ath proton energy, but does not include the extra
tern stenrning from the kinetic energy effect of the oixital electrons.
On the other hand, the equation of Bohr over-estimates the number of
effective electrons, and in this particular region this error nearly
cancels the failia^e to include the kinetic energy effects. The ex-
perimental results roughly follo\7 the trends v/ith energy as predicted
by Bohr (I94i^) though they seem to indicate that in absolute value,
theory may give too high a prediction in this region.
-•«»7-

B» Concl'^jding Cormeiibs >
This disDertation shcxild not be concluded vdthout soee ooiiinent
on the general signifionce of the experimental results on stopping
poller in this energy region. There are a fev discrepancies betv/een
the results reported "by the various experimenters, including the
i/riter, but nevertheless there is suiTicient agreement to detect the
pattern of the stopping power effect at these moderately low proton
energies, Fi^gures 12, 13, and I4. - especially the latter - bring
out a very interesting fact. Above 700 kev there is little differ-
ence betvreen tlie stopping poller of gases and the solids studied ex-
cept the predicted variation ;n.th atonic nunber, Belov; 700 Itev
however the results indiabe a consistency anong the gases or among
the netals, bit a definite variation between the two groups of ele-
ments.
Theoiry lias not developed to the e;rbent of permitting a definite
e2q)lanation of tliis effect. In a qualitative way, however, v/e nay
speculate upon the possibility
-bat those special effects in con-
densed media (oondaAting and non-conducting) discussed in Section
I,B,6 may provide the explanation desired. Whereas the polariza-
tin effects in couTEnsed media of hi^ atomic number are considered
to have a negligible effect in view of the smal' proportion of
loosely bcpond electrons contributing to polarization, this presuiap-
tion may no longer be valid at lov; proton energies at which only
the outer electrons contribute to the stopping power phenomenon.
Since theoreticians have admitted that deficiency in stopping may

exist for both condactin,'^ and non-conducting types of condensed nedia,
\ie cannot state i/hetter our resulting difference beti/een the ^ases
and netals in stop:')in'3 of 3ot; energy protons is diie to the special
conducting properties of tlie netals, or simply to their condensed
state. It is proper and desirable, of course, to maJce no final judg-
ment on aach a natter until experiments are forthccffiing on the
stopping poi;er of non-conducting elements in the solid state for pro-
tons in this energy region.
One canent nay be made on the stopping povrer of neon, \rfiich
according to Figirre 14 ap?:»ears to have an anomalously low value of
stoi^ping pot.'er. This is not too surprising however upon some con-
sideration of theory. The theoretical prediction of snooth vari-
ation with atomic number is a result of Bohr's use of the Thomas-
Fertnl statistical model of the atom, i/hich is v/ell-kno\m to be
least valid for the light elements. Since neon contains only closed
shells, its outer eLeebrons lie deeper in the Cojlombian potential
well than those of the atoms adjacent in the atomic tabl«. Its
electrons are tlierefore likely to be less effective than those of







Bftslc Tlicoiy and Dcgjjti Details of Volta^^'e
Pjefrulatar for IIaf?iet Circuit
Basic Circuit of Regulator
FifOire App-l
Eplate ( = E2 )
Theoretical ii'lode CJharacteristic Curves
Fl^roxe App-'2
Figure App-1 sh.oi;s the basic circuit of the volta^^ rerjulator
for the EJa.'^aet circuit, Firn.ire App^ gives the characteristic curves
for an ideal triode. The tube used, 6AS7, has characteristic ci:a'VBS
quite close to the ideal case - at least in region in viiich vre expect
to operate. The characteristics may be theoretically oppressed

tjy the follovdns formula t
where >£< is the tiibe an^sliflcation factor, IL is the plate resis-
tance of the tube, and the other ^mhols are obvious from the
above figures.
Fron Fi£;ure App-1 we can see tliat
Eg Z I\ , (App-I-2)
and
Eg = % - (I +Ip)(R^-hR2) . (App-I-3)
Also we note that
Eg - Ej^ - (I-Hp) Rg - Vg . (Api>.I-ft)
The above fotur independent equations can be reduced to a single
equation \^ the elinination of the three variables E^ , Ep, and I •
^ doing so we nay get an equation for I , which can be reduced to
the folio-wing fonaj
A-»-//V^ + r El
^ ,






Prom these last tvro equations we note that I is independent
of Ej^ when r = , or v/hen R_ =
^t/M ' Since this last
factor is the reciprocal of tlie transconductauce of the tube, the
criterion that output current (and output voltage) be constant is tliat
oonductance of the plate resistor equal the transconductance of the
tube - \;hGnce the nane of the regulator typc« "transconductance".
ft-
Ijnfortimately no actual tube characteristic curves correspond
to the ideal curves, so that different operating points on the
actual diart have different values of transconductance* The proper
value for R, is taken then as the reciprocal of triode transcorv-
ductance at some nean operatin^j point located in the nost linear
portion of the actual set of curves.
Cbce R is selected then r nay vary from zero only if the
characteristic point at v/riich we are operating is one \-ri-th a dif-
ferent transconductance value than the one used to select Bi • If
the actual characteristic curves are not too different from the
ideal (this is one reason for selection of the 6AS7 tube - the
others arc its high cizrrent capacity and its lov transconductance,
pemitting a reasonably lov; value for R, ), then r will not deviate
markedly from zero. We sec thus from equation (App-I-5) tliat I
is affected very little ty variations in r of the order of Liag-
nitude eiroected,
Vfe note also that if r is approximately zero, I is not only
practically independent of E, bit also of variations in R2 • Thi
resistance is not needed theoretically bat has a very good use in
actual practice. Assuning that r is siaoH enough to be considered
zero, we may use equations (App-I-2), (App-I-3), and (App-I-5) to
deteirrnine that t
^p - ^rPTR^ L"1 i^+ Rj^d yt) J'
(App-L-7)
We see that L does depend significantly on R2 • This enables









The value of tliis \ri.ll be seen in a monent.
The s^'^sten must be flexible enough so tliat any desirea value of
regulated current may be obtained fran about 0»4. amperes to about 1#2
Eosperesm (During the process of cycling; the magnet, a naxiraum
current of not less than 3 aiaperes is desirable, but precise regu-
lation is not required in tliis process, and the design is made so that
the rc.^^ator Eiay be removed from the system by a single switching
operation,) This means that E^ must be alloi/ed to vary at "will
without affecting the regulation effect. It happens that lines of
constant transcondactance can be dravm on the characteristic chart
for the tube selected, v/^dch lines proceed in general from the
lower left side of the chart to the upper right side. If the
^sten is designed so that the operating point, even if it changes,
fftays on or near the line selected to match IL , then the regular
tion property rotiains for all operating currents. In case the qys-
teci c'naracteristics caimot be made to follow the proper transcondac-
tance line (vriiich we mjjy call the operating line) exactly, cliangcs
in the value of R2 can be made to bring one exactly to said opera-
ting line. In practice it is quite easy to determine the proper value
of FU to keep the sy^lern operating at the proper traiisconductance.
With r slightly different from zero, any change in R vdll make
a just perceptible clia^igc in current I , R_ is siinply clianged until
the position is reached for v/hich slight changes make no appreciable
chan2;es in magnet current.
Gross changes in magnet cirrent are effected Irj clianges in EU
,
which is caused in turn Ij/ changing the setting on the field current

variac, as explained ip. Section III.C, In order to prevent the
regulator frara. opposing this desired current change, it is necessary
to diange simultaneously scane other factor in the equation (.^5p-I-5)
on vhich the current depends. Obviously V^ is the only one v/hlch
it is practicable to change. We provide this bir.s ty means of a
bonk of batteries acrosc a potentiometer, the middle connection of
vhich, beinj^ variable, can provide a variable valie of V . Tnis
potentiometer is then "ganged" with the variac, so that they ai^e
changed together, ^y proper selection of the potentiometer resistance
and better^'' voltage, the value of grid bias vdll change along vrith
tlie plate voltage (E2) so that the operatii^r ppint moves approxi-
mately along the line of proper transconductance on the characteris-
tic chart.
The complete diagram of the magnet control panel, including
an the oontrol and regulator elements, is given in Figures ^p-3(a)
and App-3(b), separated into the upper and lover sections. This
separation can easily be caoTa'ied out in practice if necessary,
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